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PREFACE

1. This study was sponsored by the UNECA

and VN1D0 with a view to promoting the increased
production and utilization ofcopper in the African

region by all development actors including African

governments, the domestic and foreign private

sectors, and all other interested parties. Mintek, a

South African minerals research organisation was

contracted to participate in these investigations.

Particular emphasis in this study is therefore

directed to the promotion of African industria

lisation based on indigenous copper and thepromo

tion of intra-African trade in copper metal and

copper-based products for consumption in the

economies of the African region.

2. Copper is a an essential ingredient of

industrialization and wealth creation. Globally, the

major uses of copper today are in electrification,

building and construction and engineering. Within

Africa, copper deposits have been identified in

several countries although most of the reserves are

concentrated in Zaire and Zambia. Other
important copper reserves are found in Botswana,

Congo, Mauritania, Morocco, Namibia, South

Africa and. Zimbabwe. Hence most of the
continent's known copper reserves arefound within

afew ofthe central and southern African countries.

The geological formation of the Zaire/Zambia

Copperbelt extends into other parts of Zaire and
Zambia, Angola, Namibia, Botswana, Zimbabwe

and possibly Malawi and Mozambique. Thus
serious exploration by large mining companies

could lead to other large scale copper deposits in

future.

3. At present, only seven countries have

producing mines: Botswana, Morocco, Namibia,

South Africa, Zaire, Zambia and Zimbabwe.

Because of either declining ore grades or exhaus

tion ofreserves, countries such as South Africa and
Zimbabwe could experience major drops in copper

productionfrom domestic resources soon after the

turn of the century.

4. Botswana and Morocco do not possess

operating primary copper smelters or refineries.

The production of refined primary copper metal is

hence concentrated in five central and southern

African countries: Namibia, South Africa, Zaire,

Zambia and Zimbabwe.

5. South Africa has an extensive copper

fabrication industry producing a wide range of
products for internal consumption as well as for

exports to the African and world markets. Other

African countries with appreciable copperfabrica

tingfacilities and relatively small range ofproducts

for internal markets and exports include Egypt,

Zambia and Zimbabwe. Other African countries

with copperfabricating industries catering largely

for national markets include Algeria, Cameroon,

Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria, Morocco, United Republic

of Tanzania and Zaire.

6. With the exception of countries such as

Algeria, Egypt, Morocco, SouthAfrica, Zambia and

Zimbabwe which have appreciable copper

fabricating facilities, and in the absence of import

statistics of copper-based products by African

countries, the apparent intensity of copper use in

Africa seems very low. The expansion of copper

consumption in Africa could be achieved by promo

ting the use of the commodity and its products in

regional electrification, building and construction,

and engineering industries.

7. Taking into account that (a) most of the

copper reserves in Africa are concentrated in Zaire

and Zambia, (b) mine production of copper metal

is likely to remain concentrated in the two countries

in the foreseeable future, (c) domestic copper

production (primary and/or secondary) may not be
sufficient to meet the demand oflocalfabricators in

countries such as Egypt, South Africa and

Zimbabwe in the near future, arid (d) copper

consumers (both existing and potential) are

distributed over the whole ofthe African continent,

it seems that the improvement oftransport links, the
removal oftrade barriers, increasedprivatisation of

copper mines andfabricators, the encouragement of

cross-border investment in primary copperproduc

tion and fabricating facilities, the introduction of

export/import incentives, improved market informa

tion, aggressive marketing promotion by producers

and elimination of government bureaucracy would

play important roles in the expansion of copper

production and intra-African trade in copper metal
and copper-based products among the countries of

the African continent. Some of the facilitating

factors outlined above could also expand the scope

of cooperation in custom smelting and refining

within the central and southern African countries.

8. The present study suggests that centresfor

growth of copper-based industries would be the

present day copper producing areas and countries

of high economic activity. In this respect, an

African Regional CopperDevelopment Association,

comprised ofcopperproducers, copperfabricators,

manufacturers of final copper-based products,

major consumers ofcopper-basedproducts, govern

ment policy makers, the private sector including



relevant transnational corporations, relevantfinan

cial institutions, and other interested bodies might

beformed so that it could meet regularly to exch

ange information on the pertaining status of tfi£

copper industries in Africa and determine ways and,,

means ofpromoting the increased development ana

utilisation of the metal in the economies of the

African region.

9. The formal copper and copper alloys

fabrication industry should grow with economic

development, provided all development actors

within the African Regional Copper Development

Association act in concert to promote the develo

pment and utilisation ofthe metal in Africa. Where

appropriate, similar national or subregional copper

development associations could beformed, as is the

case in respect to the CopperDevelopment Associa

tion of South Africa. The proposed national,

subregional and regional copper development asso

ciations could determine modalities of cooperation

among the various African copper industries so that

increasingly, indigenous African inputs including

raw materials, intermediate goods, equipment,

spare parts, skills and technology are made

available to support copper production,

manufacturing and con-sumption ofmetal products

in African energy, infra-structural and engineering

industries.

10. Small scale copper mining andfabricating

operations would also be importantfor employment

generation. Copper is amenable not only to small

scale mining and beneficiation without the needfor

high levels of technology but also to fabrication.

Small industries based on local scrap arisings

already exist. Scrap from sheet and wire plants

could be used to make not only ethnic crafts, curios

and costume^jewellery but also functional house

hold, transportation and industrial goods and

components. Small scalefoundries, initially aimed

to produce tourist souvenirs could develop more

sophisticated projects later. For example, the

manufacture of locks is very amenable as an

undertaking for a skilled entrepreneur with only

limitedfunding.

and stimulate intra-regional trade in raw materials,

intermediate products and manufactured goods;

establish a strong regionaV industrial base; and

enhance foreign exchange earnings of several
countries. : ■■ v. -.

11. Generally, improved industrial investment

policies and the commitment of increased funds

towardsproductive and infrastructural capacities in

the African region are likely to: lead to increased

production of copper and manufacturing of copper

products, and expanded intra-African trade in

copper metal and copper-based product^; create

new employment opportunities, introduce new tech

nologies and enhance skills acquisition; expand the

range of domestic raw materials to be processed

- II -



Introduction

1. This study was sponsored by the

UNECA and UNIDO with a view to

promoting the increased production and

utilization of copper in the African region by

all develo-pment actors including African

governments, the domestic and foreign private

sectors, and all other interested parties.

Mintek, a South African minerals research

organisation was contracted to participate in

these investigations. Particular emphasis in

this study is therefore directed to the
promotion of African industri-alisation based

on indigenous copper and the promotion of

intra-African trade in copper metal and
copper-based products for consum-ption in the

economies of the African region.

2. The two sponsoring institutions,

(UNECA) and (UNIDO), plan to disseminate

the study to all interested parties so that
relevant actions concerning the development of

the African copper industry can be undertaken.

Additionally the study will act as an input to
consultative meetings among copper develop

ment actors organized by the two institutions,

in collaboration with other interested copper

development operators in the African region,

so that the African copper industry actors may

determine how best to exploit and utilize the

metal in the African region.

3. The study was prepared pursuant to

the request of member States through the

Regional Conference on the Development and
Utilisation of Mineral Resources in Africa.
Information for the preparation of this study

was derived from several African countries,

some of which were... visited by ECA

consultants or staff.... Due to budgetary and
other logistical cpnstr-aihts, the authprs of this
study could only visit £uch countries as Egypt,

Kenya, SoutK Africa, United Republic of

Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe.

4. The approach adopted for the

fieldwork section of this survey was to identify

the major copper mines and fabricators in each

of the specified countries. Each producer and
fabri-cator was then invited to participate in

ECA/UNIDO/AFRICOP/2/94 Pagel

the survey and to complete a questionnaire

cove-ring their particular,operations. The que

stionnaires were then followed up by personal
visits to the producers and fabricators

concerned. This provided the opportunity for

clarification of any matters arising from the

questionnaires. In addition to the producers

and fabricators, appointments were sought with

appropriate government bodies, trade associ

ations and chambers of commerce and indus

try. In general, most of the companies*

organisations and individuals approached

willingly participated in the survey and
provided comprehensive information on their

areas of interest and expertise.

5. The first part of the study reviews

global aspects related to copper production and

consumption. The second part focuses on

copper production and consumption in Africa,

covering twenty countries considered most

relevant for the study. The third part contains

a general analysis and assessment of the

African copper industry. The fourth part

contains conclusions and recommendations of

the study. The fifth section contains info

rmation which will facilitate contacts between

African producers and consumers of copper

commodities and metal products.

6. The study was prepared by F. J.

Chittenden, J. S. Stanko and G. S. Sater of

Mintek, with the support of the ECA secre

tariat. The authors of this report wish to

express their appreciation to all the individuals

and institutions that provided them with infor

mation and assistance while undertaking their

assignment. . - ; i?
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Overview of the copper
industry

RESOURCES

7. The origin of copper ores is

geologically difficult to unravel, and some of

the proposed origins are controversial'.

However, most geologists contend that copper

ores originate from magmatic and sedimentary

processes. Examples of magmatic copper ore

bodies include those found in intrusive bodies

such as in Sudbury, Ontario and Norilsk in

Siberia; pneumatolytic bodies in Arizona and

Mexico; metasomatic bodies at Tsumeb,

Namibia and the porphyry bodies of Chile,

Peru, Western US and Bourgainville, Solomon

Islands; and submarine volcanic exhalations

and thermal springs such as those of Mount Isa

in Queensland and Rio Tinto in Spain.

Examples of sedimentary copper ore bodies

include those found in sandstones and

conglomerates as in Dsheskasgan, Kazakhstan

and Exotica, Chile; the large strata-bound

deposits, especially in the African Copperbelt

of Zaire and Zambia; marine precipitation by

sulphide bacteria, for example the copper

marls of Silesia, Poland; and the deep spa

concentrations - "the manganese nodules"- of

the Pacific Ocean.

8. Copper ore minerals occur as sulphides

or oxides. Other metallic elements frequently

found in copper ores are iron, lead, zinc,

antimony and arsenic. Less common are

selenium, tellurium, bismuth, silver and gold.

Substantial enrichments sometimes occur in

complex copper ores. For example, the

Canadian Sudbury ore contain nickel and the

platinum metals. The copper ores in Zaire and

Zambia are important sources of cobalt. Many

porphyry copper ores in America contain

significant amounts of molybdenum and

rhenium. The extraction of precious metals

and other rare elements can be decisive for the

profitability of copper mines, smelters and

refineries1.

9. The main copper ore deposits are

found in: (a) Africa: Zaire, Zambia,

Zimbabwe, South Africa and Namibia; (b)

Asia: Russia, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Japan,

Philippines, Indonesia, India, Iran and Turkey;

(c) Oceania: Australia, Papua New Guinea

and Solomon Islands; (d) Europe: Spain,

Poland, Yugoslavia, Norway, Sweden and

Finland; (e) North America: United States of

America, Canada and Mexico; and (f) South

America: Chile, Peru and Brazil. A summary

of the world's estimate of primary copper

resources is presented in Table I2. Of the

world's total copper reserves estimated at 340

million tons, 17.6 per cent are in Africa,

largely in Zaire and Zambia.

PRIMARY PRODUCTION

10. Ores containing copper sulphides are

normally beneficiated by the conventional

process of mining, crushing, grinding and

flotation to produce a concentrate containing

about 30-35 per cent copper. The sequence of

operations to produce a concentrate is shown

in Figure I1. This concentrate is then smelted

to a matte in either a reverbatory or flash

furnace, prior to blowing to blister copper in

a con-verter. The blister copper is further

refined in an anode furnace to reduce the

oxygen content to about 0.2 per cent, prior to

being cast into anodes for electrolytic refining.

In this final process impurities such as nickel,

platinum group metals, selenium and bismuth

are removed. The final product, which is

cathode copper, is either cast into wirebars or

sold directly. The flowsheet of a modern

pyro-metallurgical plant is shown in Figure 2\

11. Oxide ores of copper are readily

soluble in dilute sulphuric acid, a reagent

universally used in the recovery of copper

from oxide minerals. An increasing

proportion of copper production is also being

obtained by leaching in situ ore, tailings,

overburden and in waste rock (combined

oxide-sulphide ores). A typical flowsheet is

shown in Figure 31. The leach solution is

purified and concentrated by solvent extraction

to remove impurities such as iron and calcium

prior to the recovery of the copper as cathode

by electrowinning. Copper cathodes produced

by solvent extraction and eletrowinning from

oxide ores are now of the same quality as

those produced from sulphide ores by smelting



and electrorefining.

12. The most important technological

changes undergone in primary copper produc

tion in recent years were the rapid spread of
solvent extraction-electrowinning (SX-EW) as

an alternative to the conventional concen-

tration-smelting-refining route and the increas

ing use of flash smelting and electrolytic

refining (replacing reverberatory smelting and
fire refining, respectively). The adoption of
these production methods resulted in higher
recovery rates, lower emissions and reduced
production costs. Consequently they often

combined higher economic returns with
improved environmental performance. Other

hew and more economic hydrometallurgical

processes may be in the offing. These include

Chloride leaching proposed by the Intec and
the -rival Cuprex processes. They are

however, still in the evaluation stage.

13. World annual mine production of

copper is currently of the order of 9.1 million
tons with Africa contributing about 10.6 per

cent. Present world annual production of

refined copper from primary and secondary
sources is of the order of 10.8 million tons

with Africa contributing about 6.4 per cent of

the production. World mine and refinery

production of copper by regions are shown in
Tables 2 and 3 respectively. Both mine and

refined copper production in Africa have been
on the decline in recent years largely due to

limited access to capital to finance the
maintenance and expansion of existing opera

tions, as well as the building of new plants.
Total world mine production of copper from

1930 to 1993 is shown in Figure 43, while
world refinery production of copper during the

same period5 is shown in Figure 5\

14. In recent years the production costs of
some major producers have at times exceeded

the selling price of copper. Serious

adjustments had thus to be made, with varying

success. Figure 6 shows comparative copper

production costs in 1988 in major market

economy countries. The US mines had been

amongst the highest cost producers in 1981
While Chile was amongst the lowest copper

producers. It may go some way to explain
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why Chilean copper mines were able to

expand during the'Slump4. Figure 7 shows the

generalised copper flow sheet from production

to consumption. Figure 8 shows the average

direct cash operating cost in US dollar terms

for primary copper production in selected

countries5.

SECONDARY PRODUCTION

15. Copper and copper alloy scrap and, to

a lesser extent, other copper containing
materials such as flue dusts, residues and
sludges are becoming increasingly.amportant

sources of copper. Secondary copper produc

tion has traditionally been concentrated in the
largest consuming countries, because

secondary production depends largely on the

availability of scrap, which in turn is

determined by. the volume of past copper

consumption. ; Globally, scrap copper (in

unalloyed and alloy scrap) makes up to about

40 per cent of the raw material used in the

fabrication of copper-based articles6.

COPPER AND ITS ALLOYS

16. Copper and copper-based alloys consti

tute six groups as summarised in Table 4.

Their properties and uses are briefly described
below. Copper and high conductivity alloys

are used mainly for electrical conductors, as

wire, cable or busbar. The ductility is high so

the alloys are suitable for hot working,

provided the impurity contents are kept within
the required tolerances. Brasses are suitable

for both cold working and forging, and are

easily cold-rolled into sheet and strip or drawn

into tube, rod and wire. Bronzes are

characterised by high strength and good

resistance to corrosion, and hence find use in
areas such as plumbing fittings and valves.

The addition of small amounts of zinc and

phosphorus produces alloys, which are suitable

for bearings and bushes on account of low

frictionand high wear resistance. Aluminium

bronzes are finding increased application in

forging. Silicon bronze, whilst having good

corrosion resistance is not as easy to hot work

or forge as other bronzes, Copper nickels and

nickel silvers are usually cold worked, and

have good corrosion and wear resistance.
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They find use as coinage metals and in marine

environments. <

MARKETS FOR COPPER AND ALLOY

PRODUCTS

17. There are many industrial and other

uses of copper arising front the properties of

the metal, including: high electrical conduct

ivity; high thermal Conductivity, corrosion

resistance, formability, ease of joining, mach-

inability, low temperature strength, moderate

high temperature strength, recyclability and

aesthetics.

18. The main end-use sectors of copper are

the electrical and electronic industry (power

utilities, telecommunications, business electro

nics, lighting and wiring devices); the building

and construction industry (tubes, pipes, sheet,

commercial and consumer electrical and

electronic products etc.); and industrial

machinery and equipment. The relative

sectoral sizes of the markets for copper-based

products are given in Table 5 while the major

uses of copper-based products within the

sectors are listed in Table 6.

19. Power generation and transmission is

one of the main applications of copper in the

electrical and electronic industry. In this field,

however, copper has lost a significant part of

its market to aluminium which has a better

conductivity-weight ratio for use in overhead

power cables and power transmission grids.

However, where those devices have to be

placed underground (especially in densely

populated areas), the weight factor becomes

irrelevant but volume has to be considered.

This makes copper preferable to aluminium.

This end-use sector should give a boost to

copper demand in the future, particularly in

the rapidly growing developing countries,

since their infrastructural requirements point to

increased demand for power generation and

transmission.

20. In the telecommunications sector and

in the computer industry, substitution of

optical fibre cables for copper is on the

increase because of the optical fibres' greater

carrying capacity and efficiency in

transmission, as well as reduced maintenance

cost. However*;jttiis does, not represent a

threat to the totat copper market, since optical

fibres compete: with copper for just 5 per cent

of its end-uses. In long-distance

telecommunications, the substitution of radio

equipment and artificial satellites for copper

cables has caused the decline of copper use in

the sector. This trend seems to be

irreversible, given the technical superiority of

the newer technologies. Thus, the intensity pf

use of copper , in telecommunications

decreased considerably over the last 20 years.

However, copper consumption by that sector

was underpinned by the expansion of the

sector in both developed and developing

countries.

21. In the building construction sector,

despite the competition between copper pipes

and tubes and PVC, steel and aluminium

tubes, copper remains strong in the market

because of its durability and recyclability.

Another application in which copper use has

increased recently is in roofing. It has also

been increasingly used in building because of

the widespread introduction of both

commercial and consumer electrical and

electronic products, and the widespread

introduction of both commercial and consumer

electrical and electronic products, and the

increasing number of electrical motors, in

houses and commercial buildings (e.g.,

alarms, air conditioning, electrically operated

doors, windows, lighting, etc.). They require

an increasing amount of cable for electricity

transmission, plugs etc. As this growing

intensity of copper use spreads to new

buildings and to already existing ones, demand

for copper originating in this sector, should

increase in the future, particularly in the

developed countries and in the rapidly growing

developing one. , ,

22. Copper demand in the industrial

machinery and equipment sector, is highly

cyclical, and has in recent years suffered from

downsizing, and miniaturization of motors,

valves and fittings. These processes, however,

seem to have slowed considerably sinc£ &e

middle of the last decade, asthey reached their

commercial and technical limits. Thus the



sector should continue to consume copper in

the; future, but with a high degree of cyclical

volatility. Automobiles account for the bulk of

copper use in the transportation sector (the

balance corresponding to trains, airplanes and

ships). In developed countries, copper has

suffered from substitution by aluminium in

radiators, due to the latter's weight advantage.

It has, however, been increasingly used for

electrical transmission, given the growing

number of electrical motors and electronic

sensors in vehicles.

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF

DEMAND

23. Copper consumption has traditionally

been concentrated in industrialized countries.

The most important change in the geographical

distribution of copper demand during the

1980s resulted from the rapid.growth of

consumption in developing Asian countries

fuelled by the accelerated pace of industrial

growth. These countries include the Republic

of Korea, Malaysia, the Islamic Republic of

Iran, Thailand, Indonesia, Turkey, India and

China.

24. Average Intensity of Use (IU) of

copper worldwide (defined as the quantity of

the metal consumed per unit of constant GDP)

continues to decline in the developed countries

(which account for two thirds of world copper

consumption) as a result of: substitution by

other materials (particularly aluminium, steel

and plastic); downsizing and miniaturization;

the changing composition of GDP in
industrialized countries, i.e., decreasing share

of! manufacturing (responsible for the bulk of

copper demand) in the economy; economic

recession (during economic downturns, copper

consumption has tended to fall more sharply

than overall economic activity) and increased

imports of copper-containing products (cars,

motors, electrical appliances, etc.). This

situation of falling or constant intensity of use

of copper in industrialized countries contrasts

sharply with developing countries (Table 7).

25. Another way of comparing copper

consumption across countries and at different

points in time is to consider per capita
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consumption (Table 8). per capita consum

ption has followed an upward trend in

developed and developing countries, with the

developed countries having the world's highest

level of per capita copper consumption. Thus,

the continued economic growth of the

developing countries represents a strong

potential for the expansion of copper demand

in the coming years. With the exclusion of

South Africa, the African region's share in

world demand was about 0.3 per cent in 1992.

FABRICATION

26. Statistics for copper consumption

normally measure the use of the metal in the

production of copper and copper-alloy semi

manufactures. They do not however, wholly

reflect final consumption of copper-containing

products in individual countries, due to inter

national trade in semimanufactures and in

products containing them.

27. Copper fabrication processes are based

either on primary (virgin) metal in the form of

cathode, or secondary metal which comes in

the form of recycled scrap. The relative

proportions of primary and secondary metal

vary from country to country and also depend

on the nature of the final fabricated product.

Copper products designed for the electrical

industry such as wire, cables and busbars

would be fabricated from cathode, copper,

whereas scrap would be a suitable incoming

material for products like plumbing fittings

and window handles. In some instances, scrap

copper is refined to high purity cathodes

before being used for electrical application.

28. Copper rod is the first stage in the

conversion of cathode copper into cables and

wire. The usual process employed is to

continuously melt cathodes in an oil- or gas-

fired furnace. Further refining involving

mainly oxygen removal, is achieved here by

providing a layer of coke or charcoal on the

surface of the melt. The molten copper flows

by hydrostatic pressure through water-cooled

dies of the required rod diameter (typically 6-9

mm) where it solidifies and is then;formed into

coils for further processing into cable and

wire. The copper rod requires annealing
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before it can be further drawn down into cable

and wire of th$ required diameter. Depending

on therequirejl^uty, the single strands of wire
are either individually insulated (as would be

the case foe telephone cables) or layered and

then insulated (if required) for power cables.

29. : Copper, -.a tubes are fabricated by

extrusion ofrjnilets which are made.by,pasting

molten high purity copper, both from cathodes

and recycled#TOoess scrap into "logs". These

"logs" are icut into; billets, typically about 300

mm in length, and the billets heated and

extruded into4ube-shells. The tube shells are

continuously drawn to the required diameter

and wall thickness, cut to length or coiled

(depending on the diameter) and annealed.

30. Sheet is made from cast copper slabs

by first hot-rolling, followed by annealing,

cold rolling and flattening. Cast copper-based

products are normally produced by melting the

appropriate mixture of copper (and alloying

elements if required) in an induction or oil/gas

heated furnace and pouring the molten metal

into a mould.

BRASS MILLS

31. In United States terminology, brass

mills are manufacturers of copper and alloy

products. These consist of sheet, strip, plate,

rod, bar, tube, pipe, forgings, extrusions and

mechanical wire as reviewed earlier. About

45 per cent of the output of US brass mills is

unalloyed copper and high copper alloys

chiefly in the form of plumbing and air

conditioning tubes, bus-bar and other heavy

gangue current carrying flat products and

roofing sheet2.

32. The remaining 55 per cent of the

production of brass mills in the US is copper

alloy products. These include free cutting

brass rod and brass strip which constitute more

than 75 per cent of the total tonnage of copper

alloys produced by US brass mills. The free

cutting brass rods have outstanding machina-

bility and good corrosion resistance. Brass

strip has high strength, corrosion resistance,

excellent formability and good electrical

properties.

33. Other alloy types of commercial

significance include: tin-bronzes (phosphor-

bronzes) -which have excellent cold-forming

betoiouff and strength; tin-brasses known for

outstanding corrosion resistance; copper-

nickels, (thp Monels) which are strong and

particularly resistant to se$,, water; nickel-

silvers which combine a s^yery appearance
with good,, forma-bility .<, and corrosion

resistance; beryllium-coppers which have

outstanding ..strength when hardened; and

aluminium-bronzes which have high strength

and good resistance oxidation, chemical attack

and mechanical abrasion.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE

34. Most copper metal is sold through

annual supply contracts, although producer

pricing tends to operate in protected markets

such as Japan, South Korea, Taiwan and in

major producing nations like Australia, Canada

and South Africa. In the United States of

America copper producers sell partly on a list

basis but one linked to Comex prices.

Elsewhere, prices are linked to London Metal

Exchange (LME), or to a lesser extent Comex,

prices which fluctuate markedly. Even in

other markets the LME price exerts a major

influence. Copper prices respond rapidly to

changes in demand and stocks. They can also

be sensitive to: world financial and political

events7.

35. At the turn of the century the price of

copper, at constant 1987 US dollars, was 230

cents per lb. Since about 1920 the price has

hovered a little above 100 cents per lb.

Notably depressed prices, well below 100

cents per pound, occurred in the 1930s and

again in the 1980s. During each of these

decades the depressed prices persisted for six

consecutive years. During the down turn of

the 1980s a considerable amount of

rationalization took place in the copper mining

industry and the more economic producers

survived.

36. Figure 9 shows the average annual

prices of copper in US cents per lb3, at current

and 1987 constant prices since 1930 (Prices
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for the period 1930-1977 are for US wire bar
producer prices. Price for the 1978-1993 are

for producer cathode, delivered at a US
destination.) Generally, at the constant 1987

price, prices for copper improved somewhat

steadily from the early 1930s to the early
1970s, after which they have steadily declined.

37. Prices of copper-based products

depend upon the cost of material input (the
delivered price of copper) and the added value
(manufacturing, distribution, etc). While the

price of primary copper may at times be

volatile, the added value component of
manufactured items wilt fluctuate much less or

even keep pace with inflation. It is therefore

hi the economic interest of producers of
copper metal to enter the fabrication and

manu-facturing stages of production so as to

avoid loses of revenue during periods of
depressed copper prices and gain on value

added to copper metal through fabrication and

manu-facturing of final usable products.

HEALTH, SAFETY AND
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

38. Copper production operations could

lead to accidents and health hazards. Copper
production could also lead to environmental

degradation through: gaseous emission, parti

cularly sulphur dioxide (SO2) from roasting
and other pyrometallurgical operations; conta

mination of the local water systems and land
by acids, leachates and dissolved sulphur

dioxide; and the spoiling of land through

mining and solid waste disposal.

39. Comprehensive and effective safety,

health and environmental protection progra

mmes are normally practised by medium and

large-scale operators in the world copper

industry. Working conditions are provided to

employees to accomplish their tasks without

danger to themselves or others, provided that

the established practices and procedures are

properly followed. Additionally, environ
mental management is currently integrated into

all industrial operations to minimise adverse
impact on the environment pursuant to national
legislation and regulations, and acceptable

international practices.

SUMMARY

40. Over 17.6 per cent of the world's

copper reserves estimated at 340 million tons?

are in Africa, and they are overwhelmingly

concentrated in Zaire and Zambia. While
world mine copper production continues to

increase, Africa experienced a reduction in its

copper mine production by an annual rate of
4.9 per cent between the period 1980-1982 and

1990-1992. Consequently, its share in world
output fell from 17.3 to 10.6 per cent over the

same period. This was largely due to the

decrease in production from Zaire and
Zambia, which account for over 76 per cent of

the regions output; if South Africa is included,
the three countries would contribute nearly 92
per cent of Africa's mine production. "The

decline in copper mine production in Zaire and

Zambia was largely caused by limited access

to capital markets and foreign'exchange to

finance the maintenance and expansioii #f
existing ope-rations, as well as the building'of

new plants. . v. .;'"'

41. World production of refined copper

increased at a rate of 1.3 per cent per annum

since 1980-1982 to reach nearly 10.8 million

tons per annum during the period 1990-1992.

Within Zaire and Zambia, refined copper

production was negatively affected by the same
factors that led,1 to the fall in mine output.

During the same period, production of refined

copper also declined in South Africa.

Consequently, Africa experienced a reduction

in its refined copper production by an annual
rate of 4.5 per cent between the period 1980-

1982 and 1990-1992. The region's share in

world output fell from 9.6 to 6.4 per cent over

that period.

42. Copper consumption has traditionally

been concentrated in industrialized countries.

The most important change in the geographical

distribution of copper d^nHand during the

1980s resulted from the'rapid growth of

consumption in developing Asian countries

fuelled by the accelerated pace of industrial

growth. Per capita consumption has flowed
an upward trend in developed and developing



countries, with the developed countries having

the world's highest level of per capita copper

consumption. With' the exclusion of South

Africa, the African region's share of world

demand was about 0.3 per cent in 1992.

Thus, the continued economic growth of the

developing countries, and Africa in particular,

represents a strong potential for the expansion

of copper demand in the coming years. Africa

needs to expand its copper fabrication and

manufacturing to minimize losses of revenue

during periods of depressed copper prices and

gain on value added to copper metal through

copper fabrication and manufacturing of final

usable products within the region.

The copper industry in

AFRICA

43. This section contains brief reviews of

the African copper industries covering copper

resources, production, fabrication, trade,

consu-mption, relevant policies and other

matters affecting the industry. African

countries with potential or existing copper

industries and those countries with large

potential markets for copper products are

included in the review. Likewise, the

electricity, building and constru-ction sectors

which consume copper most are reviewed at

the national levels, where informa-tion has

been available, in order to get a feel of the

potential or real demand for copper-based

products in the region.

ALGERIA

Introduction

44. Algeria has a land area of 2,381,741

sqkm arid atotal estimated; 1992population of

26:5 million, growing at ah annual rate of just

bek)W 3 jieficent. Overcrowding is a problem.

Although^Algeria is the second largest country

in Afnca;*)nly 295,000 sq km is considered to

be the- "north", where. the bulk of the

population is gathered, while the rest is

sparsely populated desert and steppe. Massive

migration from the countryside since

independence has also added to the population-

problem. : i: .

.(■■7

45. Oil and natural gas are the.mo&t.

important energy resources in the country.

Electricity is largely generated from natural

gas. Electrification is an important element in

the investment programme of the state utility,

Sonelgaz. According to its projections the

power network (low and medium tension) will

more than treble by 2005 to reach 345,900

km. To help meet demand in often

underdeveloped border regions, Sonelgaz has

signed agreements to share power supply with

its Arab Magreb Union (AMU) neighbours,

Morocco and Tunisia.

46. A high birth rate and rural to urban

migration have strained the urban fabric for

housing units. Since 1989 it has become

apparent that the statersector construction

industry lacks the means to build sufficient

housing to meet.demand, and private-sector

firms have been allowed to flourish.

Construction of dams and hydroelectric

schemes has received foreign support,

including funds from the World Bank and the

Saudi Fund for Development (SFD).

Investment in rural and southern areas has

sought to encourage settlement through the

development of physical infrastructure

(industrial estates, hospitals, schools and .other

facilities as well as housing). Water projects

(dams, irrigation systems.and drinking water)

constitute another priority.

47. Traditionally the Algerian Government

has controlled all mining and mineral

processing industries although private capital

is now being encouraged. Local mining

companies and agencies are to be amalgamated

into the Office de Recherche Geologique.&

Miniere (ORGM) which should open, the

mining industry to international participation,

ORGM will publish geological maps and

distribute information* to, both local and

international companies and be responsible for

evaluation' aiid development :of mineral

deposits. . '
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Fabrication

48. Based on imported unwrought copper,

copper alloys and semi-manufacturers largely

from Europe of the order of 25 000 tons per

year, the State owned National Enterprise of

Industrial Cables (ENICAB) produces copper

cables while the state owned extruder,

National Enterprise of Metallurgical

Transformation of Non-Ferrous Metals

(METANOF) fabricates copper and alloy

profiles. The country exports some copper

scrap to Morocco and Europe.

Conclusion

49. With a relatively large population and

high population density; vigorous building and

construction and electrification programmes;

and the high official priority given to energy

and physical infrastrucrural development supp

orted by multilateral financial institutions and

the private sector, the consumption of copper-

based products in Algeria seems high. Even

with limited information concerning the copper

fabricating facilities that exist in the country,

taking into account the importance the country

has attached to industrial development over

several years, it could be assumed that a large

proportion of the copper products used in the

country are made locally.

ANGOLA

Introduction

50. Angola has a land area of 1,246,700

sq km with a total mid-1993 population of

10.9 million, growing at a rate of about 2.9
per cent per annum. Urbanisation has

accelerated since independence because of the

insecurity in rural areas. It is likely that well

over 40 per cent of the population is now

resident in urban areas, and the planning

authorities estimate this to rise to 48 per cent

by the year 2000.

51. Angola is potentially one of Africa's

most prosperous countries. The country is one

of the world's most important sources of gem

diamonds. After oil, diamonds "are the most

important export, but production has oscillated

sharply during the post-independence period.

The iron ore industry, which used to be

Angola's fourth main export earner closed

down in 1975. It has numerous valuable

minerals and a vast agricultural land. The

mineral deposits include diamonds, iron ore,

gold, phosphates, manganese, copper, lead,

zinc, tin, tungsten,, vanadium, titanium,

chromium, beryl, kaolin, quartz, gypsum,

marble and black granite. Very few of these

deposits have been fully assessed. The

uncertainty created by the war has prevented

prospecting and discouraged foreign companies

from investing risk capital in the mining

sector. Furthermore, until recently, official

policy was also a barrier to investment in the

sector. Currently private sector involvement

in the mining industry is actively being

encouraged.

52. The country is particularly well

endowed with energy resources. It has large

petroleum deposits and substantial

hydroelectric potential. Since 1983 it has been

the second largest oil producer south of the

Saharan, after Nigeria. As a result, the

country has a large commercial primary

energy surplus. While the economic

performance of the sectors connected with oil

production have done relatively well in recent

years other industrial sectors such as non-

ferrous metals and the production of electric

wire and cable have literally collapsed because

of the continuing civil war in the country.

Conclusion

53. Internal conflict since the mid-1970s

has been the major factor which has

constrained the exploitation of the diverse and

abundant natural resources of the country.

When peace and stability are established,

rehabilitation and construction of physical

infrastructure, the development of energy, the

revitalisation and expansion of productive

sectors of the economy such as mining,

agriculture and manufacturing will create

enormous demand for copper-based products.

This demand is likely to lead to, the< increased

production of copper-based products within

Angola, based on imported copper metal (from

Zaire or Zambia) or copper mined locally, for
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internal consumption and possible export to

other African countries. The development

activities listed above will benefit from

reduced military expenditures, increased

donors support and increased private

investment in the country.

BOTSWANA

Introduction

54; Botswana has a land area pf 557,570

sq km, and a 1991 total population of K33

million which is expected to reach almost 2

million by the year 2001. The urban

population in 1991 constituted 24 per cent of

the total and an estimated 80 per cent of the

population live within 100 km of the railway

line traversing the eastern part of the country.

55. Minerals have provided the basis for

Botswana's high level of economic growth and

the country is now the third biggest African

mining producer by value, after South Africa

and Zaire. Diamonds, copper-nickel, soda ash

and coal are exploited, together with small

amounts of gold. The department of mines

estimated the value of minerals production at

US$ 1.5 bn in 1991, but this annual value

varies from year to year depending on mineral

commodity prices.

56. All electricity generation capacity is

thermal, mainly coal-fired, with some small

diesel generators in rural areas. Over 60 per

cent of consumption is by the mining industry,

although sales to domestic and commercial

users have risen papidly in recent years. The

country's national grid is connected with those

of South Africa and Zimbabwe and Botswana

imports some electricity from the two

countries.

57. The construction sector had been one

of the fastest growing sectors until the late

1980s, reflecting the high level of government

spending on public infrastructure projects. An

acute shortage of serviced'urban land has

contributed to a continuing Shortage of low-

income housing, in s£ite of the government's

accelerated urban land and housing develop

ment programme initiated in 1987., The

industry's limited capacity in terms of skilled

labour an^ materials supply has produced

sharp increases in building costs.

Production (J

58,. ; Bamangwato Concessions Limited

(BCL). which operates the copper-nickel mine

and smelter at Selebi Phikwe is the principal

copper producer in Botswana. With current

reserves and production rates, the mine could

operate until the year 2008, Its copper-nipkel

matte output is refined in Norway and

Zimbabwe, under long-term sales contracts

with Falconbridge and Rio Tinto Zinc (RTZ).

BCL also manages and. toll smelts small

quantities of copper ore from the nearby

Selkirk mine on behalf of Tati Nickel Mining

Company (TNMC).; Following theperiod of

trial mining at the adjoining larger Phoenix

deposit, the Anglo American Corporation has

yet to decide on whether to develop an open-

pit operation with an. estimated life of 14

years. A sustained improvement in the copper

price would be required for the development

of the Thakudu/Makala deposit8.

59. BCL continued to experience severe

financial difficulties in 1993, because of low

prices of copper and nickel, although the mine

remains a technically efficient operation.

Capital spending has been restricted to

essential expenditure to maintain capacity

output levels and secure long-term mining

operations. Due to the mine's importance as

an employer of some 5,000 local employees fin

an area with few alternative job opportunities,

the government remains committed. to

prolonging the life of the operation and in

1993 a fifth debt restructuring agreement and

partial redistribution of equity ownership was

concluded.,

Industry structure

60. BCL is a subsidiary of Botswana Roan

Selection i Trust (BRST). The Botswana

government and Anglo American, Corporation

(AAC) now hold equal equityjnterests in both

BCL and BRST8. Selkirk mine and the

Phoenix deposit are owned by Tati Nickel



Mining Company (TNMC) in which the Anglo

American Corporation is the majority

shareholder. The Thakudu/Makala deposit is

owned by Falconbridge.

Conclusion

61. Expansion of the Botswana copper

mining industry has been constrained by

depressed copper and nickel prices. As they

belong to ' the same customs union, most

imports by Botswana originate from South

Africa... Judged by the country's small

population and proximity to South African

industries which produce a wide range of

copper-based products, it seems that the

Botswana market will continue to be supplied

of its copper-based products from South Africa

in the foreseeable future.

THE CONGO

62. Copper occurrences associated with

lead and zinc mineralisation are concentrated

in the Niari region. Official records point to

510,000 tons of metal in more than 10 million

tons of ore, located in two zones. Western

Niari comprises six deposits, the most

important of which is the Yanga-Koubanza

complex, where reserves are estimated at 6.7

million tons at a grade of 8.71 to 9.89 per cent

lead, 1.95 to 2.18 per cent zinc, 0.89 to 1.95

per cent copper and 112 grammes per ton

silver. Eastern Niari also comprises six

deposits, the most important of which is

located at Mindouli, with 3.7 million tons of
ore at a grade of 2.6 per cent copper. Mining

at Niari has halted due to technical problems

in treating the ores. Socie'te' Congolaise de

Recherche et d'Expioitation Miniere is the

operator8.

COTE D'lVOIRE

63. According to the Metal Bulletin's 1993

edition of"Non-Ferrous Works of the World",

Sicable owned by Pirelli operate an alumi

nium/copper cables plant: in Abidjan. The

writers of this report did not have further

information regarding this facility.
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EGYPT

Introduction

64. Egypt has a land area of 997,668 sq

km of which only about 4 per etent is inhabited

and cultivated territory. The remainder of the

country is largely uninhabited desert. The

country had a resident population which

numbered 56.4 million by June 1993, growing

at an annual rate of just under 2 per cent. The

urban population is rapidly increasing as the

limited agricultural area fails to absorb the

mounting rural population, which flocks to the

cities in search of work. Despite rapid

industrialisation, the cities do not offer

sufficient employment to the migrant masses,

and slum conditions are multiplying on the

outskirts of large urban areas.

Fabrication

65. Although there are no current

producers of primary copper in Egypt, the

country has an active fabrication industry,

based either on imported copper rod mainly

from Saudi Arabia and at times from Zambia

or recycled domestic scrap. A major source of

scrap is brass and copper water containers,

cooking pots and trays collected from villages

and towns. The fabricators are located in

Alexandria and in the vicinity of Cairo, The

activities of the fabricators are summarised in

Table 9.

Industry structure

66. All the copper fabricators in Egypt are

government-owned, except the Arab Cables

Company. The Egyptian Copper Works and

The General Metals Company are part of the

Metallurgical Industries Corporation

(MICOR), an agency attached to the: Ministry

of Industry. With the exception of Arab

Cables Co, the Egyptian fabricators are

somewhat antiquated and operating far below

their maximum capacity. Arab Cables Co has

a highly sophisticated fabrication plant using

the latest European technology for manufacture

of cables. The Egyptian government plans to

privatise some of the fabricating facilities.
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Manufactured products

67. The Egyptian copper fabrication

industry is heavily orientated, in tonnage

terms, towards cable and wire manufacture for

internal consumption and exports to the

neighbouring Arab/Gulf states. This puts it at

a severe disadvantage as far as the Egyptian

market is concerned, where some 75 per cent

of the wire and cables used are made of

aluminium. In Egypt copper is typically used

for cables up to 2 mm in diameter. By

contrast in Saudi Arabia and the Gulf states,

copper accounts for about 95 per cent of the

cables used. Thus the expansion of the copper

fabricating industry in Egypt will depend on

the rate at which Egypt exports its products to

the Gulf area and African countries as well as

the active promotion of the use of copper in

the Egyptian economy. This latter activity

would be to the detriment of aluminium, which

is produced locally at Aswan by the

Aluminium Company of Egypt.

68. A small, but important fabrication

activity in Egypt is the traditional craft of

copper-smithing. Whilst not consuming large

quantities of copper, significant numbers of

people are employed in the markets and

bazaars of the major towns, making in-laid

■copper^ articles, ornaments and tourist

souvenirs.

Infrastructure capability

69. The Egyptian copper fabricating

industry would like to export their products

into Africa in addition to the Gulf states, but

quoted poor transport links and lack of market

knowledge as the main reasons for not

penetrating the African market. There is also

interest by a; section of the Egyptian industry

to increase their copper rod procurement from

African sources;

Demand structure and projection

r70.' —Witnthfc exception of the private Arab

GafelesGoi, ^e^Egyptian government owned

copper fabricators were not optimistic about

the future prospects for copper products. All

have spare capacity, and whilst they see the

demand increasing in the next five years

(along with the recovery in the world

economy) none is planning any expansion of

their plants. Arab Cables has adopted an

aggressive marketing policy and plans to

expand into Africa and the Middle East, as

their view is that this is where the remaining

consumers exist. Egypt is virtually self-

sufficient in copper products, given that much

of the production is based on scrap arising?.

Some of the imported bars/rods/profiles are

obviously exported as cable, tbeing derived

from high conductivity copper from Zambia.

Arab Cables is interested to secure increased

copper rod from African sources.

Industrial policy

71. The economic development strategy of

Egypt is based on Law No. 230 of 1989 which

aims at attracting foreign investment by

granting various incentives and exemptions.

This law is administered by the General

Authority for Investment and Free Zones,

GAFFI. Provision has been made for the

development of new towns away from the

existing population concentrations in Cairo and

Alexandria. Various incentives, additional to

those under Law 230, are available to

companies that set up business in these "new

towns".

72. Under Law 230 profits from

commercial and industrial undertakings are

exempt from company tax for a period of 5

years. This tax holiday can be extended to 10

years by GAFFI, and to 15 years at the

discretion of the Council of Ministers, Import

duty on capital equipment, construction

materials and components for an approved

project is limited to a flat rate of 5 per cent of

the cif value. Duty can be deferred, and paid

in instalments. There is no tax payable on

dividends paid out of the profits of approved

projects. Apart from the incentives under Law

230 and those located in a "new town" (Law

59), a new industrial manufacturing company

with more than 50 employees is exempted

from company income tax for 5 years.

73. For industrial companies that do not



qualify for any of the tax holidays, as
described above, the normal tax rate is 32 per

cent. There is an investment allowance of 25

per cent on the cost of new productive

machinery and equipment and the annual

depreciation rate on plant and machinery is

negotiable in the range 10 to 15 per cent. The

depreciation rate on buildings is negotiable in

the range 2 to 5 per cent.

Conclusion

74. With its large and high density

population, active infrastructure development

programmes and relatively developed copper

and aluminium fabricating and foundry

facilities, Egypt is virtually self-sufficient in

copper manufactured products. The coming

privatisation of former state owned metal

fabricators is likely to improve capacity

utilisation and promote increased exports of

copper-based products by fabricators to the

Gulf area and some African countries.

Availability of export markets could in turn

lead to increased imports of copper metal and

rod from other African countries and the

establishment of new copper fabricating

capacity in future. Improved transport links

and market information within Africa are

expected to influence these developments.

ETHIOPIA

Introduction

75. Ethiopia has a land area of 1,098,000
sq km. Recent official estimates indicate that

the country has a total populationJ of 50
million, growing at the rate of just under 3 per

cent per annum. Over 84 per cent of the

population lives in scattered communities in

rural areas where essential services such as

education, safe drinking water and health

services are very limited. The quality of

human settlements and housing in the rural

areas is inadequate, while in the urban centres

both the quantity and quality of human shelter

are grossly inadequate. Other physical

infrastructure such as land transport is grossly

underdeveloped particularly in the rural areas

where pack animals and human porterage

dominate. After several years of internal
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conflict and centralised management of tile

economy, practically all the sectors of the

economy remain underdeveloped/ ;

76. Ethiopia has poorly developed energy

resources, includinghydropower, coat, natural

gas, geothermal and renewable energy

potential. For example, the country-has

hydroelectric potential estimated at 56»0QGnt

kWh per year, of which only l,20Gni kWfcper

year are currently exploited. A! 20^^:

energy development programme; started in

1981, planned to increase installed capacity

from 300 MW to 1,000 MW, and more than

double annual consumption to 52 kWh per

head. Currently, the energy sector is heavily

dependent on traditional biomass fuels, with

detrimental environmental effects such as*

devegetation, deforestation and loss of soil

fertility: J'

77. ~ The main minerals produced ira the

country are gold, limestone for ''cement

production and salt. Several other minerals

such as nickel, platinum, base metals and

industrial minerals are expected to be produced

in the near future, as a result of new

investment and tax incentives, and the peaceful

conditions now prevailing in the country which

have rekindled foreign interest in the country!s

minerals. i; ''■-'•'>

78. Proclamation Number 23 iof. the

transitional government promulgated a^new

liberal investment code in Ethiopia..-; This

opens all but large-scale energy projects;

transport and financial services to foreign

investors. A complementary Mining and

Income Tax Proclamation recognises the high-

risk nature of mining and provides favourable

terms, in particular a tax rate which does not

exceed 45 per cent, reinvestment deduction

and ten years' loss carry forward: .The

Investment Office of Ethiopia coordinates new

investments.

Conclusion

79. With peaceful conditions, new liberal

investment environment and abundant energy

and mineral resources in Ethiopia, the

development of energy- and physical
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infrastructure and the development of

productive sectors such as mining and

manufacturing are likely to be boosted by

private investors and donors funds. The

infrastructure building activities will create

demand for aluminium and copper products

which in the short term will have to be

imported. Additionally, in the longer term, as

employment opportunities and purchasing

abilities improve, the demand for metal

products in this county which has such a large

population may require the establishment of

copper fabricators either based on imported

metal or local production of copper.

KENYA

Introduction

80. Kenya has a surface area of 582,644

sq km with a mid-1989 population of 23.2

million estimated to be growing at a rate of

over 3 per cent per annum. Population growth

remains an immediate problem and is putting

great strain on the country's resources. The

country has the most industrialised economy in

East Africa but the metallurgical sector is not

well £ev.eloped. The main foreign exchange

earner^are coffee, tea and tourism. Kenya is

heavily dependent on a declining resource,

fuelwood, for household energy needs, and on

imported oil for other energy requirements.

Electricity supply is met through local hydro

power generation, electricity imported from

Uganda and geothermal power. Kenya plans

to expand the capacity for hydropower

generation.

81. The country has no primary copper

producers, although a small amount of ore was

produced at the Macalder Mine in Western

Kenya from 1955 until 1960 when the ore

reserves became exhausted. Recent

exploration by the United Nations9 has

identified copper mineralisation in Western

Kenya, but this requires evaluation and

development before any decision on domestic

copper production can be made.

Fabrication .

from the Kenya National Chamber of

Commerce !;ahd Industry, the country has a

small, but active, copper fabrication industry

located mostly in Nairobi, except for Coast

Cables Ltd which is at Mombasa and Booth

Manufacturing Kenya Limited which is based

in Thika. The other fabricators include: Kens

Metal Industries Ltd; Kenwestfal Works Ltd;

Karachiwalla (Nairobi) Ltd; Chanalaria

Manufacturers Ltd; Copper Grill Ltd; Copper

Crafts Ltd; Devtex Ltd; East African Cables;

and Allparts Castings Ltd. In addition to the

above, the production of curios and tourist

souvenirs is an important activity in the:

country. The curio producers include: Jasper

Crafts; Anne Soi; Bathamu Agencies; and

Anawaga Enterprises;

83. The copper fabrication industry is

estimated to have a total capacity equivalent to

about 3,700 tons per annum of copper. On

the basis of limited information East African

Cables and Booth Manufacturing Kenya

Limited are the largest fabricators, with an

annual combined capacity of about 3,600 tons

of copper and brass products. East African

Cables has a capacity of about 600 tons per

year of electric and telephone cables. Booth

Manufacturing Kenya Limited produces copper

and brass extrusions. Kens Metal Industries is

reported to be a foundry producing sanitary

and decorative hardware fittings in bronze and

brass. Allparts Castings makes automotive

components in bronze and brass. Raw

material, in the form of rod, is obtained by

East African Cables from Zambia, Zimbabwe

and the United Kingdom. Booth

Manufacturing Kenya Limited obtains its raw

materials from imported billets and scrap, and

local scrap. The remaining fabricators

produce a limited range of products such as

curios and ornamental items.

84. Taps and plumbing fittings are

imported; the same applies td all domestic

appliances which are imported as kits and

assembled locally. Probably the small size of

the existing market currently favours the

import of consumer goods as opposed to their

local manufacture. ;

82. According to information received 85. Whilst the curios/souvenirs market



consumes less than ten tons of copper per

year, employment is provided for large

numbers of rurally-based people. Copper and

brass bracelets and rings are made in the
villages. The raw material used is scrap

copper and brass obtained from the United

Republic of Tanzania, Uganda, the Sudan and

Europe. Copper-mounted pictures are made

from sheet imported from Zambia.

Industry structure

86. East African Cables is 25 per cent

owned by the public in Kenya and 75 per cent

by Delta Enfteld Cables of the United

Kingdom. The shareholders of Booth

Manufacturing Kenya Limited include Kenya

Aluminium Industrial Works, the Development

Finance Corporation of Kenya, the Industrial

Development Bank of Kenya and Comcraft
Services Limited. No information could be

obtained concerning the ownership of the other

copper fabricators in the country.

Infrastructure capabilities

87. Transport was identified as the major

infrastructure limitation in the utilisation of

copper raw materials from other African

countries - specifically Zambia. Whilst there

is a regular road and rail service between the

Zambian Copperbeit and Dar es Salaam in the
United Republic of Tanzania, importers found

it difficult (and expensive) to transport goods

from Dar es Salaam to Nairobi. This was

attributed to the lack of return loads from

Nairobi to Dar es Salaam. In general road

transport was preferred to rail on the grounds

of speed and the lower incidence of theft for

road transport. The experience in Kenya was

that goods could be imported from the United
Kingdom quicker tfcan from Zambia.

Priority needs

88. Whilst the jKenyan market for copper

and copper alloys products could be relatively

small, compared for example to that of
Zimbabwe, the people consulted were of the

opinion that opportunities for expanding the

fabrication industry exist in the country. They

expresse4 the view that the country's
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metallurgical industry was generally

underdeveloped an'4 needed to be revitalised.

They pointed out that availability of finance,

entrepreneurship and skills could realise this

potential- On the other hand, the curio makers

do not have proper tools nor proper work

places, so this industry could be expanded by

investing in these facilities. Copper curios are

exported to the USA, Canada and the Pacific

Rim countries.

89. Cooperation in the development of the

metallurgical industries by African countries is

necessary if increased intra-African trade in

metallurgical products is to be realised. As an

example, some of those interviewed in Kenya

expressed the view mat the country would

benefit if it invested in the development of a
steel industry in the United Republic.of

Tanzania, so that Kenya could be supplied

from,that country, they underlined that

professional associations, chambers of

commerce, associations of manufacturers and

individual entrepreneurs could be important

actors in the development of. the metallurgical

industries of Africa if these institutions

integrated and coordinated their programmes.

These promotional groups could be brought

together through existing structures such as the

secretariats of the Arab Magreb Union

(AMU), the Economic Community of Central

African States (ECCAS), the Economic

Community, [ of West African States

(ECOWAS), the Common Market for Eastern

and Southern Africa (COMESA), the Southern

African Development Community (SADC) and

the Economic Commission for Africa (ECA).

Demand structure and projections

90. The construction and electricity sectors

are the largest consumers of copper-based

products in Kenya. Some of the copper-based

products used in the two sectors are imported

because of high demand or unavailability;

transformers have, for example been imported

from Egypt, South Africa and the United

Republic of Tanzania. The country has a

continuing programme of rural electrification

(including the internal wiring of houses) under

the Kenya Power and Lighting Authority,

which could consume significant amounts of
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copper. The development of new energy

generation capacity, settlements, industries and

social services in the coming years will create

further demand for metal products. A

significant proportion of wire and cable is

aluminium, on account of its lower cost and

lower propensity to theft.

Proposed fabrication units .,, .

91. Opportunities- for expanding copper

and copper alloys fabrication to meet .focal

demand and probably exports to neighbouring

countries will depend on the availability of

finances, entrepreneurship and skills

development. This subject could further be

examined by the Kenya Association of

Manufacturers. Another more immediate

consideration could be the local fabrication of

taps and plumbing fittings, which could be

relatively easily produced by hot stamping, to

replace imports. Depending on the level of

local scrap availability, the billets for stamping

could either be imported from African

countries such as South Africa or produced

locally. Adequate control must be exercised

over the quality of the billets if scrap is used.

Industrial policy

92. The industrial policy in Kenya since

the 1980s has been directed towards resource-

based and export-oriented industries, The

Industrial Promotion Advisory Centre

promotes industrial investment in the country.

Projects regarded as being of economic benefit

to the country are those that would: (a) lead

either to earning or saving of foreign

exchange; (b) result in a gain of technical

knowledge; (c) result in an increase in the

economic wealth and employment; (d) utilize

local resources; and (e) promote the

diversification of the economy. There is no

codified investment scheme in Kenya to attract

investors and the incentives that do exist take

the form of various allowances and waivers of

sales tax and import duty which could be

negotiated on a case-by-case basis.

93. As an incentive to investment in areas

away from Nairobi, and, Mombasa, an

investment allowance of 85 per cent on the

cost of, new machinery and buildings to be

used for the purpose of manufacturing is

permitted. The corresponding investment

allowance in Nairobi is 35 per cent and'jn

Mombasa 15 per cent. The normal

depreciation rate on machinery is 12 5 per

cent, the company income tax rate is 35 per
cent. It is possible for a manufacturing

concern to negotiate conditions which would

limit competition by: (a) restricting the

production of this product to one or a few

companies; and (b) restricting imports by a

quota system or a complete ban.

Conclusion

94.,, On the basis of available limited

information, Kenya's metallurgical industry is

generally underdeveloped. Given finance,

entrepreneurship and skills, opportunities for

expanding copper and copper alloys fabrication

seem to exist, to meet local demand and

probably exports to neighbouring countries.

This subject could further be examined by the

Kenya Association of Manufacturers. Another

more immediate, consideration could be the

local fabrication pftaps and plumbing fittings,

which could be relatively easily produced by

hot stamping, to replace imports. Depending

on the level of local scrap availability, the
billets for stamping could either be imported

from African countries such as South Africa or

produced .locally. Adequate control must be
exercised'bve£ the quality of the billets ifscrap
is used.

95. While the country imports most of its

copper rod" for its fabricating industry from

Zambia arid Zimbabwe, some of its copper and

brass scrap, originates from neighbouring

countries. Some l>rass billets could also be
imported from countries such as South Africa.

Other imports include such manufactured

copper-based products as transformers from

Egypt, South Africa and the United Republic

oiVTanzania. Slow rail transportation and

expensive road transportation were reported as

factors which limited the volume of imports of

copper rod from African countries.

96. Cooperation in the development of the

metallurgical industries by African countries is



necessary if increased intra-African trade in

metallurgical products ii to be ealised.
Professional associations, chambers of
commerce, associations of manufacturers and
individual entrepreneurs could be important

actors in the development of the metallurgical

industries of Africa if these institutions
integrated and coordinated their programmes.

These promotional groups could be brought

together through existing structures such as the

secretariats of the Arab Magreb Union
(AMU), the Economic Community of Central

African States (ECCAS), the Economic
Community of West African States

(ECOWAS), the Common Market for Eastern

and Southern Africa (COMESA), the Southern

African Development Community (SADC) and

the Economic Commission for Africa (ECA).

MALAWI

97. The occurrence of copper and nickel

minerals is being investigated near Kasungu.

MALI

98. There are three potential copper

bearing areas in the country. One of these is
located on both sides of the border between

Mali and Algeria.

MAURITANIA

99. Mauritania has a land area of
1,030,700 sq km. Mid-1991 total estimated

population stood at 2.25 million, with an

annual growth rate of 2.9 per cent. Over 45
per cent of the population is estimated to be
urban and this percentage is growing because

of the pressures of intermittent severe drought

and the growth of a modern sector based on

mineral exports. The Mauritanian economy is

composed of a small number of poorly
integrated enclave activities (livestock, mining

and fishing). A major barrier towards

investment and development is limited
infrastructure. Thus all but largest mineral

deposits are rendered uneconomical.

Production

100. The Akjoujt copper mine which closed
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in 1993 had an annual capacity of 65 000 tons

of concentrate grading 25 per cent copper.

The mine is owned by Soc Arabe des Mines

d'Inchirri (45 per cent), MinroC Holdings of
Australia (42.5 per cent) and International

Finance Corp., World Bank, (12.5 per cent).
The development of the Guelb Moghrein

deposit, with estimated reserves of 25 million

tons averaging 1.6 per cent copper and 0.96

gram per ton of gold8, has been delayed. A

combination of technical and funding problems

and declining demand and prices of copper led
to the current nonproductive situation of the

country's copper industry. The country is
reported to have reserves of 100 million tons

of ore grading 2.25 per cent copper.

MOROCCO

Introduction

101. Morocco has a land area of 710,850 sq

km (including the disputed territory of the

Western Sahara, which covers 252,120 sq

km). Government estimates put the country's

population in 1992 at 25.55 million. In 1992
the urban population represented about 50 per

cent of the total population, and is estimated to

be growing at a rate of over 4 per cent.

102. Morocco's economy is diversified,

with an important agricultural sector, a large

service sector, a relatively diversified,

manufacturing sector, and a mining industry,

of which phosphates are the cornerstone,

although iron ore, lead and barytes also play a

significant role. Phosphates and phosphate

derivatives remain crucial for the economy.

The country is the world's largest phosphate

exporter, accounting for a third of world trade.

With very limited natural resources of coal,

natural gas and hydroelectricity, Morocco is

heavily dependent on imported energy.

103. Rapid population growth and increased

urban drift have severely strained urban

facilities, particularly housing. The

government has tried to confront the problem

by providing facilities to improve housing with

the support of the EC and the World Bank.

The government has also created several semi-

autonomous agencies that produce cheap
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housing and tried to motivate and involve-the

private sector in housing construction.

Government policy is currently directed

towards improving the provision of services

like drainage, drinking water and electricity.

Production

104. Copper, in association with lead, zinc

and silver, is mined at several deposits.

Practically, only copper concentrate is

produced in the country. Five companies are

engaged in the production of copper

concentrate: Socie'te' Minie're de Bou Saffer

(SOMIFER) which is 34 per cent owned by

BRPM with a concentrator at Bluda that has an

annual capacity of 50 000 tons of concentrate;

Socie'te' Minie're Morocaine (SOMIMA) which

is 75 per cent owned by BRPM with a

concentrator facility at Quansimi; Sode'te' du:

Development du Cuivre de l'Anti-Atlas

(SODECAT) which is 99 per cent owned by

BRPM with a concentrator facility near

Quansinin; Cie Minie're de Touissit which is/

controlled by Ste Generate de Belgique; and

Cie Minie're de Guemassa which is controlled

by Ommium Nord Africain and the Moroccan

State. The capacities of the four concentrators

are not known.

Fabrication industry

105. The basic metal industres are among

the industries undergoing rapid expansion.

However, no information was available

concerning copper fabrication during the

preparation tnis study.

Economic and industrial policy

106. "■ In - 1992 Morocco repealed laws

limiting foreign ownership in the country's

companies. The* government is committed to

free market policies and is actively putting into

place measures to liberalise and modernise the

economy, part of which calls, for the

privatisation of all but strategic industries.

The government attaches great importance to

the development of a strong and diversified

manufacturing sector as a source of both

economic growth and job creation.

Conclusion

107. With its relatively large and rapidly

increasing, population; diversified economy;

actiye infrastructural and housing construction

supported by government agencies, the

European Community, the World Bank and the

private sector, the consumption of copper-

based products seems high and some of these

products are produced locally. The basic

metal industries are growing rapidly and since

the country does not produce refined primary

copper, most metal inputs to. industry are
assumed imported.

MOZAMBIQUE

Introduction

108. Mozambique has a land area of

799,380 sq km and a total mid-1991

population, of 16,2 million, with an annual

growth; rate of about 2.7 per cent. War and

the large number of refugees in neighbouring

countries have prevented the holding of an

effective census. War, drought and problems

in implementing effective rural development

programmes have also led to a massive rural-

urban migration.

109. Although Mozambique does not have

the agricultural or mineral resources of

Zimbabwe or South Africa, it has more

development potential than many African

countries. Major rivers offer the possibility of

irrigation and diverse mineral reserves and

abundant energy including massive' coal

reserves, .huge hydroelectric potential and

confirmed gas reserves exist to support the

growth of industry. The country has the

potential to. be a net energy exporter, selling

hydroelectricity, coal and refined oil products,

while importing only crude oil. However,

exports of both electricity and pefrofeum

products have been virtually halted by the war.

Current primary energy production is not,even

sufficient tp satisfy domestic demand; both

coal and electricity have to be imported. The

civil war which ended in October 1992

severely damaged most sectors of the economy

and the bulk of the country's resources remain

untapped..



110. Mineral production, which has
considerable potential and has been generating

interest among prospective investors, has been
hindered by insecurity* obsolete equipment and
transport problems. The most significant

minerals are: pegamites, tantalite, copper,

gold, marble, garnet, kaolin, asbestos,

bentonite and limestone. Apart from these,

the country's principal prospects are high
quality vanadiferous iron ore which is intended

eventually to be the basis for local iron and
steel production using coal and electricity

available locally. Large nepheline reserves

and some bauxite deposits existing in the
country could be used to produce aluminium.

111. Through industrial and investment

policy changes, the government is promoting
foreign investment towards Mozambique's
underdeveloped industrial sector. Mining, for

example, is seen as having exceptional

potential for expansion - both through
rehabilitation of existing mines and the
development of existing mineral reserves.

Production

112 The only copper mine at Mundonguara

ceased production in 1990 on account of
dwindling reserves, equipment problems,

continuous power failures and insecurity in the
region. The Chidue deposit in Tete province

has proven reserves of 100 000 tons at 2 per
cent copper, and is awaiting exploitation.

Conclusion

113. Given peaceful conditions and social

stability, Mozambique could soon witness
massive infrastructure and social rehabilitation
programmes by the government (resulting

from reduction of military expenditure),

donors and the private sector, intended to tap

the abundant natural resources potential of the

country. Among the productive sectors of the
economy likely to receive immediate attention

are energy, mining, agriculture and
manufacturing. These developments will

create considerable demand for copper and
aluminium based products which could be

imported from countries like South Africa and
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Zimbabwe during the next ten years. In the
long run, Mozambique is likely to establish its

own manufacturing industries based on its own

production of indigenous aluminium and

copper.

NAMIBIA

Introduction

114. Namibia has a land area of 824,269 sq
km. The late 1991 census put total population

at 1,401,711 with an annual growth rate of
3.05 per cent. Of the total population, 33 per

cent live in urban areas. Overall, some 60 per
cent of the population lives in the northern

region. There is a significant trend towards

urban migration.

115. The economy's productive capacity is

based mainly on the export-oriented mining

sector (principally diamonds, uranium and base
metals), commercial agriculture (cattle and
sheep ranching) and fishing. Because of the
economy's openness (exports of goods and

services average 60 per cent of GDP) it is
susceptible to external factors, particularly

world mineral prices, while its vulnerability to

drought is another major handicap.

116. At present Namibia is a net energy

importer, but it has the potential to become a

significant exporter of energy products with
further development of hydro-power and
exploitation of the large offshore Kudu gas

field. Apart from hydropower, Namibia

obtains most of its commercial energy

requirements in the form of petroleum

products and coal imported largely from South

Africa (exclusively in the case of coal).
Petroleum products are also imported from

Angola, while electricity is imported from
South Africa. Most households in rural areas

lack access to commercial energy supplies and

rely on wood and other traditional fuels,

especially for cooking.

117. Namibia inherited a shortage of low-

income urban housing, with a backlog

estimated at 40,000 units in 1991. Despite a

significant increase in resources for housing

since independence, this shortage:, has
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continued to worsen and it is estimated that

provision of houses would need to rise fey 18

per cent annually for this problem to be'

curtailed by the year 2000^' Efforts ire0

therefore being made to increase participation

by the private sector. The lack of basic shelter

for most of the population has contributed to

an increase in squatter settlements on the

outskirts of Windhoek and other towns.

118. The economic system in existence is a

mixed market economy. The government

attaches the highest priority to agriculture,

developing rural and water infrastructures,

education, training, health and housing, for

which the bulk of external assistance provided

is being directed. The government has

introduced a number of significant measures to

promote foreign investment in productive

sectors of the economy and to encourage the

local private sector to act as its partner in

national development programmes. A neV

development agency, the Namibian

Development Corporation (NDC), was

established in 1993 to coordinate investment in

manufacturing and the agro-industry in

partnership with the private sector.

119. The mining industry remains the most

important productive sector of the economy,

and by value of output rates equal fourth on

the African continent with Zirhbabwe after

South Africa, Zaire and Botswana. The most

valuable minerals produced include diamonds,

uranium, copper, zinc, lead, gold and silver.

Mining contributed 75 per cent of total exports

by value in 1989 and, although this had fallen

to less than 60 per cent in 1991-92, it remains

by far the country's major source of foreign

exchange earnings. Namibia's minerals are

almost all exported in unprocessed or semi-

processed form making the mining industry

especially vulnerable to demand and price

fluctuations in its main western European and

East Asian markets. All large and medium-

sized mines are dominated by transnational or

South African firms, except Rbssing, where

the government's small shareholding provides

it with parity of control. A number of smaller

mines producing base metals, industrial

minerals and semi-precious stories are owned

by local interests.

Production
'■' ~ it.

128f> ■■- The most important producer of base

metals is Tsutfieb Corporation Ltd (TCL),

which operates three-mines, Tsumeb (which is

expected, to efid economic life by die end of

1994°due >W falling grades in the remaining

deep 'ore8, -; Otjihase and Kombat, and

Narnibia?S-()nly^pper and lead smelter. The

Tsurheb smelter treats all TCL mine output as

welFas1 tustom-smelted material from other

Naimibian amines. TCL's main products are

blister copper, refined lead and iron pyrites

Industry structure

121. TCL, a wholly-owned subsidiary of

Gold Fields Namibia (GFN), is the vehicle for

the Namibian interests of Gold Fields of South

Africa (GFSA). GFN, has completed its

evaluation of thecopper deposit at Tchudi.

GFN has, however, deferred a decision on

whether to develop the deposit until a

sustained improvement in copper prices

materialises8. GFSA currently holds a 69 per

cent equity interest in GFN, the only Namibian

mining company listed on the Johannesburg

Stock Exchange (JSE).

Conclusion

122. The depressed world copper price is

adversely affecting the expansion of copper

mining in Namibia as evidenced by the

deferment by Gold Field Namibia to develop

the Tchudi deposit On the other hand, with its

small population and close economic links with

South Africa, it seems that demand for copper-

based products for infrastructure development

within Namibia will continue to be met by

surrplibs from the South African manufacturing

industry. r -.■>■■■.

NIGERIA

Introduction

123. Nigeria has a land area of 923,773 sq

km and a population of 88.5 million (Nov.

1991 government census), growing at an

estimated annual rate of just under 3 per cent.

The World; Bank estimated that urban
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population represented 35 per cent of the total

population in 1990, growing at 6 per cent a

year.

124. Nigeria's principal, minerals are oil and

gas, coal, iron ore, tin, phosphates, limestone

and marble. Nigeria has substantial energy

surplus by virtue of its oil production. In

recent years, oil has accounted for over three-

quarters of federal government revenue and

well over 90 per cent of export earnings, a

striking indication of the country's oil

dependence and the dangers posed by periods

of weak oil prices. For example, total exports

fell from a peak of US$ 25.7bn in 1980 to

only US$ 6bn in 1986. Since the 1960c,

Nigeria has failed to keep pace with its

expanding electricity generation requirements.

Domestic and industrial consumers have been

subjected to endemic irregularity of supply and

a significant number have installed their own

generators.

Fabrication

125. According to the 1993 Metal Bulletin's

edition of "Non-Ferrous Works of the World",

the Makeri Smelting Company Limited of Jos

has a copper fabricating facility but the writers

of this report did not have further information

about the industry.

Conclusion

126. With its large population, enormous

requirements for . energy and building

construction capacity development and its oil

and gas assets, the country has the potential to

become the centre for copper fabrication in

West Africa for its own demand as well as that

of other neighbouring countries. The

possibility of realising this physical

metallurgical capacity in the country should be

further investigated.

SOUTH AFRICA

Introduction

127. South Africa has a land area of

1,221,038 sq km. According to the March

1991 ' census figures, South Africa has a

population of 37.74 million. Rural areas

accounted for 33.7 per cent of the total

population although urbanisation is increasing

rapidly. .

128. Mining, particularly that of gold, is the

most important sector in the economy. Other

important minerals produced in the country

include diamonds, iron, copper, manganese

and platinum group metals. The South

African mining industry is dominated by six

major mining investment companies;, Apglo

American Corporation (AAQ? Anglovaal,

Gencor, Gold Fields, JCI and Rand Mines.

Electricity (mainly coal based) and direct poal

use are the major commercial energy sources.

Non-commercial energy (mainly wood) is still

used in some rural areas. Eskom, the

electricity utility, has drawn up ambitious

plans for a large network of power lines

linking up the whole central and southern

African region, including major projects in

Zaire, Angola and Mozambique. Within the

construction industry, activities are likely to

expand, taking benefit from heavy social

spending aimed at the upliftment of the

majority of the population, especially in the

areas of education and housing.

129. The South African economy embraces

an extreme structural mix. Its make-up ranges

from "first world" development, through the

informal sector that is typical of most

developing economies, to squalid urban shanty

towns and primitive rural subsistence

agriculture that rank with the worst areas of

Third World poverty. With its wealth of

natural resources, its highly advanced spread
of mining and manufacturing activities, its

sophisticated financial services industry and its

long established entrepreneurial business

culture (among the "haves", at least)?the

country has the potential for striking economic

success in the coming years.

130. The manufacturing sector is the largest

contributor to GDP. It includes all jhe

industries characteristically found., in " a

developed economy. The public sector is

involved in manufacturing through public
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corporations although most of this sector is

privately owned. The Industrial Development

Corporation, another public corporation,

historically provided finance for industries

unable to attract finance or willing to locate in

decentralised areas. The manufacturing centre

is likely to increasingly penetrate the African

market in the years ahead.

Production

131. Copper is mined at eleven locations in

South Africa, but only three companies

(Palabora Mining Company, Rustenburg

Platinum Mines and Western Platinum)

produce cathode. Copper-containing

concentrates from the remaining eight

producers are either exported to smelters in

Namibia and Zimbabwe, smelted to blister

copper and exported or smelted by the cathode

producers in South Africa. The volume of

copper produced by the platinum mines is

naturally dependent on the output of platinum,

but will continue for many years, on account

of the large extensive reserves ofplatinum ore.

132. Foskor produces a small amount of

copper concentrate as a by-product of

phosphate ore beneficiation and does not make

a significant contribution to South Africa's

copper output. O'okiep Copper Co. Ltd.

(GFSA, 82 per cent; Mellon Securities Trust

Co, 18 per cent) and Black Mountain Mineral

Development Company (Pty) Ltd (GFSA, £5,4

per cent; Phelps Dodge Corp 44.6 per cent)

operate mines in the Northern Cape Province.

O'okiep has a capacity of 40 000 tons per year
and produces blister copper wtiicji is exported

for refining. Black Mountain, is primarily a

lead mine but produces a small amount of

copper concentrate which contains lead, and is

sent to Tsumeb Corporation in Namibia for

smelting. Spoedwel produces a very small

amount of copper concentrate which is smelted

at O'okiep.

133. The major primary copper producer in

South Africa is Palabora Mining Company

(PMC). The mine has a copper cathode

production capacity of 130,000 tons, copper

rod production capacity of 103,000 tons, and

sulphuric acid production of 124,000 tons per

year, among dthef mineral by-products. All

the produced copper "rod is sold to local copper
fabricators while copper cathode is exported to

such destinations as the United Kingdom,

Germany and the Far East.

134. PMC is based on open-pit mine which

could continue to operate until the year 2001.

A major sriidj' has indicated that an

underground inirie at the current level of

production will not be viable due to the large

amount of low grade o*e that must be brought

to the surface. ' Continuity of operation at
lower,levels dfpfe%itiOn compared to the
present is being evaluated. Whatever the
outcome of ftiese studies, South Africa is
expected to^'experience a major drop in copper

production'Spin clonjestic resources soon after
the turn of thV century.

135. Another option available to PMC is to

continue operation as a custom smelter and

refiner treating imported concentrates from

sources such as South America. Botswana is

another ,s,ource of copper concentrate where

several) copper deposits such as Thakadu,

Makaia'and Bushman exist, but pone is large
enough to justify the establishment of a new
smelter complex. . "■

136. The main shareholders of Palabora

Mining Company are the Rio Tinto Zinc

Group (RTZ) which holds 38.9 per cent,

Anglo American Corporation (AAC) of South

Africa 19.1 per beht, De Beers of South Africa

9.5 per cent, and Middle Wits with 0.4 per

cent. RTZ anci AAC have shares in copper
production\ operations Mn Zimbabwe and

Zambia'respectively, the tworcompanies are
also keen to Invest in copper mining Operations

in other African countries SucH as Angola,

Mozambique and the1 United Republic' 'of
Tanzania. AAC is interested in increasing its
stake in the Zambian copper industry.

Generally, it is the view of the South African

mining companies that African countries have

to create a facilitating and attractive investment

climate in order to attract investors worldwide

to make their resources available for the

development of the African mineral industries1.



Fabrication industry

137. South Africa has an extensive copper

fabrication industry with over twenty listed

fabricators producing a wide range of

products. Most of the fabricators are located

in the Pretoria-Witwatersrand-Vaal Triangle

(Gauteng) area, which is the major industrial

concentration of the country. South Africa is

virtually self-sufficient in copper and copper-

based products, and exports to countries in

Africa and the rest of the world. The

activities of the major copper fabricators in

South Africa are summarised in Table 10.

138. Some of the South African non-ferrous

metal fabricators import considerable amounts

of scrap metals from the countries of central,

eastern and southern Africa. Scrap or

unworked metals enter South Africa free of

duty while imports of semis and manufactures

are subject to import duty, paid by the

importing firm. South African manufacturers

were given incentives to export their products.

This is being phased out. The aspects of duty

on manufactured imports and incentives for

manufactured exports within South Africa

suggest that for mtra-African trade on

manufacturers of copper and copper-based

products to grow, African countries need to

normalise their trading relations with South

Africa, so that manufacturers in the region can

compete fairly.

Consumption

139. While South Africa enjoys the highest

consumption of copper in the African

continent, the country is additionally

embarking on an ambitious proj ect of

electrifying the townships and squatter camps

around the major towns. The quoted target is

to electrify 300 000 houses per year over a

five year period, as part of the Reconstruction

and Development Programme. Once these

houses have access to electricity and the

householders understand what electricity can

do to make life easier, then they would be in

a position to utilise items containing copper

such as domestic appliances and television sets

thereby leading to an increased demand for

copper. It is of course assumed that the
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potential electricity consumers will have the

necessary purchasing power for these electrical

goods.

140. Eskom in South Africa has extensive

experience in the electrification of low-cost

housing and has identified the following

constraints which have to be overcome: (a)

poor return on investment for electricity

distribution; (b) high cost per connection,

especially in rural areas; (c) education and

training on how to use electricity will need to

be provided to a large number of people; (d)

the existing culture of non-payment of

accounts will need to be addressed;(e)theft'of
cables will need to be checked; ar*d (f) by

passing of meters and "pirate" connections will

need to be eliminated. Some of these

constraints can be overcome, for example, by

using Aid Agency funds instead of commercial

loans for the capital cost of the distribution,

network; this reduces the interest bill. The

culture of non-payment of accounts has been

overcome to a certain extent by a system

where pre-paid magnetic cards can be

purchased and fed into an electricity

dispensing unit (EDU). '

Industrial policy

141. The Industrial Development

Corporation and the Small Business

Development Corporation are the two

institutions which promote industrial

investment within South Africa. The system

of investment incentives has been under review

for some years. Incentives that were in the

form of tax allowances have been withdrawn

on the grounds that they distorted the tax base

and were complex to administer. The General

Export Incentive Scheme is being phased out

and the special incentive scheme applying to

some mineral beneficiation processes (Section

37E, of the Income Tax Act) would not apply

in the case of copper.

142. The Reglorial Industrial Development

Scheme aimed at the decentralisation of

industry has been suspended but could be

applied to promote industrial development in

some of the nine regions in terms of the

Reconstruction and Development Programme.
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It is expected that incentives woitild take the

form of interest concessions, transport rebates,

financial grants for training and subsidies on

employee housing.

143. The normal tax rate on company

income is 35 per cent at present, plus a 25 per

cent secondary tax on dividends as declared.

Depreciation on plant and equipment is

allowed at 20 per cent per annum over 5 years

while the rate on industrial buildings is at'5
per cefit pier anhtim over 20 years.

Conclusion

144. The South African copper industry is

diversified, with primary copper production in
excess of internal demand, and an extensive

copper fabrication industry, producing copper

and copper-based products for internal

consumption as well as for exports. The

copper reserves base seem to indicate that soon

after the turn of the century, the country

would experience a major drop in primary

copper production from domestic resources.

When that time comes, the existing smelting

and refining capacity could continue' full

operations by supplementing domestic inputs

with imported copper concentrates and blister

copper from other countries such as Botswana,

South America and Zaire. Currently, some of

South Africa's copper concentrates are

exported to smelters in Namibia and

Zimbabwe.

145. Companies such as Rio Tinto Zinc

Group (RTZ) and Anglo American

Corporation (AAC) of South Africa which

have investments in the South African copper

mining industry have shares in similar

operations in Zimbabwe and Zambia

respectively. The two companies are also

keen to invest in copper mining operations in

other African countries such as Angola,

Mozambique and the United Republic of

Tanzania. AAC is interested in increasing its

stake in the Zambian copper industry.

Generally, it is the view of the South African

mining companies that African countries have

to create a facilitating and attractive investment1

climate in order to attract Investors worldwide

to; make their resources available for the

development of the African mitierarindustries'.

146. With the country's large'population

and heavy expected spending on education,
housing construction and electrificatioft of
townships /arid■ rural areas aimed at the

upliftment of the majority of the people in the
coming 'ten years",' there will be massiv^

demand for Cbpper-based products in the South
African economy. Thus the South African

manufacturing industry is likely to respond

more to domestic demand for copper-based

products in the short term than opening
exports to other African countries, unless some

of these industries expand their manufacturing
facilities soon. In the long term, South Africa

would be an important exporter of copper-

based products to other African1 countries.
There is an immediate need for the

normalisation of trade relations on

manufactured products between South Africa

and other African countries so as to allow fair

competition among manufacturers in the

African region.

SUDAN

147. The copper deposit at Hofrat en Nahas

is under investigation.

THE UNITED REPUBLIC OF

TANZANIA

Introduction

148. The United Republic of Tanzania has
a land area of 883,749 sq km, with a total

mid-1994 population estimate of 27.4 million,

growing at the rate of about 2.8 per cent per
annum.

149. Currently the minerals produced in the

country include gold, diamonds, gemstones,

coal and limestone. Potential energy resources

in the form of coal; hydro and gas have not

been sufficiently developed to contribute

substantially towards energy demand. Since

1992, periodic; rounds of load-shedding
electricity cuts are common. Micro-

hydroelectric power projects in rural areas
remain a priority, but rural electrification

programmes have progressed slowly due to



lack of funds. Current official policy is to

diversify the development of available energy
resources with a view to eventually making the
country an exporter of electricity to

neighbouring countries. The mining, energy

and infrastructure development and agricultural

sectors are some of the sectors that are likely

to expand considerably in the coming years,

and these will create substantial demand for

copper and aluminium products.

Production

150. The United Republic of Tanzania has

no primary copper producers at present,

although occurrences of copper mineralisation

associated with nickel and cobalt have been

identified in the country. A copper-nickel-

cobalt deposit at Kabanga in north west

Tanzania is being explored by BHP Minerals

International and Tanzanian subsidiaries of

Romanex International and Sutton Resources.

Some of these resources are likely to become

significant copper producers in the foreseeable

future.

Fabricating industry

151. The major copper fabricator in the

country is Tanzania Cables Ltd in Dar es

Salaam, which is operated by the National
Development Corporation. The raw material

for the production ofpower wire and cables by

the company is copper rod of the order of 400
tons per year imported from Zambia Metal

Fabricators (ZAMEFA). Some small non-

ferrous foundries are reported to exist but the
general impression is that more should be

established to meet increasing local demand.
The railways are said to be making their own

spare parts such as bushes and bearings.

Trading and consumption of copper

products

152. Tanzania Cables supplies

approximately 75 per cent of its output of
power cables to Tanzania Electric Supply

Company (TANESCO), and the balance to

electrical contractors. TANESCO confirmed

that Tanzania Cables do not meet TANESCO's

demand so the electricity supply company
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imports its requirements including those based

on aluminium. Practically all other electrical

equipment and copper-based products

consumed in the country are imported either

for direct use or for assembly in the country.

For example, TANALEC of Arusha assembles

transformers while PAMECO assembles

motors in Dar es Salaam and Mbeya.

Electrical appliances are imported from

sources such as Europe, China and India. A

large amount of copper (both cathode and

semi-fabricated material) passes through

Tanzania from Zambia to the port at Dar es

Salaam for export.

Industry structure

153. Tanzania Cables was incorporated in

1977 with the National Development

Corporation (NDC) holding 51 per cent,

TANESCO 10 per cent, Tanzania

Development Finance Limited (TDFL) 10 per

cent and the Paper Products Limited, a

subsidiary of Chandaria G*eup> holding 29 per

cent of the shares of the company. The

Chandaria Group of Kenya is reported as

planning to buy a majority share in Tanzania

Cables from the National Development

Corporation10.

Infrastructure capability

154. TANESCO claimed that the company

was unable to meet the increasing demand for

electricity because of lack of resources* and

that only 10 per cent of the country's

electricity needs had so far been met. There

were 15,000 consumers yet to be supplied with

electricity. Currently, physical metallurgical

capacity is weak in the country.

Priority needs

155. Capital is being sought to finance the

diversification of products made by Tanzania

Cables. Industry representatives emphasised

the urgent need for foundry technology

development in order to produce metal

products' in the country.
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Demand structure and projection

156. 'The non-ferrous fabrication sector is

weak and does not meet the demand of this

relatively large population where expanding

energy, housing and infrastructure

development are taking place.

Proposed fabrication units

157. Tanzania Cables plans to produce new

products such as copper bars, multiple

conductors and telephone cables. The

company is seeking investment finance to

effect these plans. Probably, with the

acquisition of majority shareholding of the

company by the Chandaria Group of Kenya

the implementation of these plans will be

realised. ;

Industrial policy review

158. Special incentives are provided to

investors whose projects have been granted a

Certificate of Approval in terms of the

National Investment (Promotion and

Protection) Act of 1990. The incentives for

investment in new enterprises or in the

expansion of existing ones are: (a) remission

of income tax for a period of five years,

followed by a reduction in the tax rate to five

per cent below the standard rate; (b) remission

for five years of withholding tax on dividends,

royalties and interest payments; (c) exemption

from import duty on capital equipment and

materials imported for use exclusively in an

approved enterprise; and (d) exemption from

sales tax:on imports of capital equipment,

materials, and components. Deductions are

also allowable under the Income Tax Act,

covering pre-operational expenses and capital

expenditure on industrial buildings, plant and

machinery. Losses can be carried forward

indefinitely and qualify for deduction in

taxable income.

159. In i\ ©sdinary circumstances an

investment altowance-of 20 per cent is granted

on machinery and equipment and industrial

buildings. The current tax rate on company

profits is 35 per cent. The annual depreciation

rates on machinery/plant and industrial

buildings are 12.5 per cent and .4 per pent

respectively. The Investment Promotion

Centre Is the main government institution that

promotes industrial investment in the country.

Conclusion _,«., . , , ... ,..-■■.

160. The United Repblicof Tanzania bas a

relatively large population. The country has

good mining, energy and agricultural potential

awaiting further development. There is an

expanding housing and infrastructural

development. Only an estimated 10 per cent

of the country's electricity demand is currently

supplied. The development of the-.country's

natural resources will require increased private

investment while infrastructure development

will require increased support from donors.

161. Demand for copper-based products

exceeds local supply entailing imports of such

products. Plans to diversify the range of

products produced by the current main

fabricator exist and the company is seeking

investment finance to effect these plans. The

Chandaria Group of Kenya which has a stake

in the Tanzania Cables is reported to have an

interest in acquiring majority shares in the

company. It is therefore likely that in the near

future, the volume and range of local copper

manufactured goods will expand based on

imported copper in order to meet domestic

demand. In the short term also, some of the

small existing brass foundries and fabricators

might expand their output based on scrap and

imported billets to meet local demand^ Jn. the

long run, the raw materials for the popper

fabricating industry could originate,frprn the

mining of domestic copper resources.; There

is urgent need for foundry technology

development in the country in order to produce

metal products.

UGANDA

Introduction

162. Uganda has a land area o,f 197,000sq

km and a 1993 total estimated population of

17.8 million, with an annual growth rate

which exceeds 3 per cent. Only 11 per cent of
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the population was classified in 1991 by the

World Bank as urban.

163. Many mineral deposits of importance

are known to exist, but in the absence of

comprehensive exploration surveys the extent

of most of them is not known. Several mines

existed in the early 1970s but these collapsed

towards the end of 1970s because of lack of

maintenance, investment, or due top

incompetence. Potential exists for the

revitalisation of former operations. For

example, a study completed in 1983

established the feasibility of reopening the

Kilembe mine, together with the establishment

of a new smelter. An agreement for the

rehabilitation of the mine -was signed with

North Korea in early 1988. The present

government is putting its emphasis on

revitalising small-scale mining because it can

produce quick returns and can employ large

numbers of people.

164. It was estimated that more than 90 per

cent of Uganda's total energy requirements in

1992 were met from sources other than oil and

electricity (principally fuelwood and charcoal).

The country now faces a wood energy crisis

and alternative sources are urgently needed.

Priority has been given to the optimum

utilisation of hydroelectric potential, estimated

at almost 2,000 MW. The installed capacity is

162 MW; this is being increased to 180 MW

under a project financed by the UK, the World

Bank and the Commonwealth Development

Corporation. A farther expansion will raise

capacity by 200 MW. The government

estimates that only 3-5 per cent of the

population have access to electricity and many

urban centres are without power supplies. It

is pressing ahead with rural electrification

schemes, but progress is hampered by lack of

funds. A number of schemes involving mini-

hydro power stations have been started in

remote areas. The country exports some

electricity to Kenya.

165. Within the building and construction

sector, requirements (notably cement, steel

bars, galvanised sheets, angle irons, doors and
windows) are produced locally, but output is

grossly inadequate to meet the enormous

demands of reconstruction, Most large

settlements have buildings which have

suffered, from either neglect or damage.

Roads, water supply and sewerage have

seriously deteriorated.

166. In an effort to improve the

performance of the economy, privatisation and

liberalisation measures are being implemented.

The Public Enterprises Reform and Divestiture

Secretariat (PERDS); has been set up to

organise the programme of privatisation of

parastatals.

Production

167. The Kilembe copper/cobalt mine

ceased production in 1978. The area has since

been under investigation and there are

indications of possible significant underground

reserves of high-grade cobalt ore8. Further

exploration for copper and other minerals

continues with the participation of several

private companies, including Anglo American

Corporation8. -...■

Conclusion

168. With its population of nearly 18

million, high hydroelectric potential,,,only

about 5 per cent of the population supplied

with electricity, wood energy crisis and

enormous demand in infrastructure

rehabilitation and development, Uganda needs

increased funding from donors and the private

sector to support hydroelectric energy and

infrastructure development. These activities

will create demand for copper-based products

which will have to be imported in the absence

of local manufacturers. In the long term, it is

possible that domestic.copper^production will

be effected and this primary metal could

constitute the basis foe copper manufacturing

activities in the. country t Conversely, a copper

fabricating industry, coul4 start in the short

term, on the basis of imported metal to supply

internal demands :> .
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ZAIRE

Introduction

169. Zaire has a total land area of 2.3m sq

km. Mid-1991 estimates by the World Bank

suggested a total population of 38.6 million,

with a growth rate of 3 per cent, which would

lead to a population of 50 million by the year

2000. In 1991, 40 per cent of the population

lived in urban areas. The urban proportion is

expected to grow as people move to towns in

search of work.

170. The principal minerals produced in the

country include coal, copper, cobalt,

diamonds, zinc and oil. Total hydroelectric

potential is estimated at 100,000 MW, against

installed capacity of 2,486 MW in June 1988,

Despite this potential, energy outside

Kinshasa, the mining belt and the large towns

is provided by fuelwood and bagasse. The

country has remained an exporter of raw

materials and an importer of machinery and

equipment.

171. The first four years of the present

decade have been plagued with destruction,

strikes, demonstrations, looting and ethnic

violence, which have combined to bring the

economy to a virtual standstill. Despite the

current chaos, there remains an overall

consensus' among major political parties for

economic liberalisation, encouragement of

private enterprise" .and decentralisation of

economic activity,^>vhen the political crisis is

Production _;

172. Zaire's single most important mineral

product is copper, which accountiTfbr 35-55

per cent of export receipts. Outptirstarted to

fall in 1988, and after dropping%;¥? per cent
in 1990, 38 per cent in 1991 an^Mjer cent
in 1992, it collapsed by 67 per cent |ri 1993 to

only 48,000 tons. Refined production fell

from 203,800 tons in 1989 to 139,700 tons in

1991, 57,000 tons in 1992 and an estimated

50,000 tons in 1993. The legacy of the

Kamoto cave-in, regular but short strikes,

extended delays in the national transport

network, the destruction of Gecamines' assets

and the departure of m&st expairTatesfrbmthe
mines are some of the factors which have

combined to reduce output from Zaire, which

wasthesixth-largesrproducer of copper in the

world in the mid-1980sli;. Some of the

country's copper is refined in Zambia: The

vast bulk 6f the country's copper is exported

largely to Belgium and other Western

European countries.

Fabricating industry :-':

173. Zaire is known to have a number of

firms which process copper into semifinished

and finished products largely for the hoirie

market. The processes carried out include

casting of copper, brass and bronze; sheet

rolling; extrusion; wire drawing; cable

making; and plastic insulation of wire.

Several of the firms involved carry out more

than one of these processes. Current

information concerning these firms is

unavailable.

Industry structure

174. The state owned Gecamines is

responsible for all the production of coal,

cobalt, copper and zinc production in Zaire.

There is talk about the privatisation of

Gecamines in order to improve its operations.

The company needs, for example, to

rehabilitate its ageing "equipment and expand

its copper refining,Capacity by 100,000 tons

per year. Zaire's copper mines currently

refine for export only 42.6 per cent of the

copper ore mined.

Conclusion

175. With its large population and

enormous diversity of natural resource

endowment including energy and minerals, the

country has great potential for the development

of the energy and copper industries to supply

Africa and the rest of the world, given

political, social and economic stability.
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ZAMBIA

Introduction

176. Zambia has a surface area of 752,614

sq km with a mid-1992 population estimated

by the United Nations at 8.64 million and

estimated to be growing at an annual rate

exceeding 3 per cent. Nearly 50 per cent of

the population lives in urban areas with about

one-fifth of the population living in the

Copperbelt.

177. The principal minerals produced in the

country include coal, copper, cobalt, lead and

zinc, with copper generally accounting for

around 80 per cent of the country's export

earnings. The copper industry is by far the

largest consumer of domestic non-household

power, taking some 68 per cent of

domestically consumed electricity, and 58 and

37 per cent of coal and petroleum

respectively.

178. The majority of people in both rural

and urban areas are still dependent on wood

and charcoal. The Zambia Electricity Supply

Company (ZESCO) has formulated

programmes to supply electricity to urban and

rural areas along the line of rail as well as

other rural areas. Deforestation is a major

concern to the Zambian government, and there

is a need to promote the electrification of rural

areas. There is a lot of potential for the

development of hydro-electric power in

Zambia, but funds are required. Donors'

funding of electricity development would be

welcome in the country. The Southern

African Development Community (SADC) is

additionally understood to have a programme

for the interconnection Of their electrical grids

and the expansion of their power generation

facilities.

179. Currently, activity in infrastructure

development and housing construction is

depressed as GDP is declining because the

mining industry is operating at a loss.

Utilities, contractors and municipalities do not

have funds for infrastructure development.

The land tenure regulations are being revised

to make it simpler for people to acquire title

deeds to property.' this could promote

increased activity in the building and

construction industry which could consume

more copper products than at the present time.

Production

180. Zambia is Africa's largest producer of

primary copper and one of the world's major

producers,. Production fell from an average of

over 70Q,(k)0 tpa in the late 1960s to an all-
time low of $86,763 tons in 1991/1992
because of plant breakdowns, lack of

maintenance of smelters and'stoppages as a

result of the effect of drought on hydroelectric

production. The producers form part of

Zambia Consolidated, Copper Mines Ltd

(ZCCM). ZCCM is currently operating at a

heavy loss, with production costs around $ US

1,50 per lb compared with London Metal

Exchange (LM]E) copper prices of as low as $

US 0,72 per !b. Two factors have contributed

to this loss, one being the low copper price,

the second being the strengthening of the

Zambian Kwacha which has reduced the

revenue value in Kwacha terms. ZCCM is

undertaking stringent measures to restore the

operation to profitability. These include the

cancellation or postponement of all non

productive capital expenditure and a reduction

in the labour force.

181. ZCCM has five operating divisions:

Nchanga, Mufulira, Nkana and Luanshya

which produce copper, and Kabwe which

produces lead and zinc. The Nchanga open pit

is expected to be exhausted by the turn of the

century, and it is the Zambian government's

intention to develop the Konkola mine, at the

northern end of the Copperbelt. The intention

is that this mine would be operational within

five years, and would replace the output from

the Nchanga open pit. Noh-Zambian

companies, including Anglo American

Corporation (South African), Rio Tinto Zinc

(RTZ) (UK) and Southern Copper (Canada)

are believed to be interested in participating

with ZCCM in the development of the

Konkola deposit.
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Fabrication industry

182. There are five active copper,

fabricators in Zambia: Copper Alloys Rolling

Mill of Lusaka; Non-Ferrous Metal Works

(Zambia) Ltd of Ndola; Inshimbi Iron and

Steel Co. Ltd. of Ndola; Metal Fabricators of

Zambia Ltd. of Luanshya and; Siaza Industrial;

Ltd of Kitwe. The fabricated products include:

continuously cast rod, shapes, power and tele

communication cables, rolled sheet and all

non-ferrous foundry products. Zambia has the

capacity to fabricate about 25,000 tons per

year of copper, about 5 per cent; of the

production of primary copper. Hence there, is

need to expand local copper fabrication

intended largely for exports if investors were-

available. The government plans to produce

electric motors and transformers, for example,

but privatisation being the order of the day,

private investors have to be encouraged to

enter into such manufacturing opportunities.

The activities of the Zambian fabricators are

summarised in Table 11.

Trade

183. About 95 per cent of the current

copper production of Zambia is exported to

world markets as cathode while the rest is

fabricated locally. Most of the semi-fabricated

products are exported to African countries

such as Botswana, Kenya, Malawi, Namibia,

and Tanzania, among others in view of the;

small internal market. Some fabricators

reported that exports of semis to South Africa.

are discouraged as the importing company has

to pay 15 per cent duty. The semi-fabricated

products :-'^ate listed in Table 1.1. \NiO

informatioffcould be located on the import and

export of copper-based products in Zambia,

However, electrical equipment and appliances L

are imported by industry; ZESCO and other

consumers.

Industry structure

184. The Zambian Government owns 60.3

per cent of ZCCM with Anglo American

Corporation owning 27.3 per cent, through

their subsidiary Zambia Copper Investments

Ltd., and the balance being held by private

investors. The Zambian Government also

owns 51 per cent of the shares in Metal

Fabricators of Zambia Ltd (ZAMEFA) while,

the rest of the shares are owned by Phelps

Dodge Industrial Corporation of the USA,

Anglo AmericanjCorporation and other private

investors,* Phelps Dodge manages ZAMEFA

under contract., All other copper fabricators in

Zambia ace privately owned. ZCCM and

ZAMEFA may , soon be privatised,,,

Consultants have been working on the subject

of privatisation of several companies, and

action by the government could be taken upon

its, assessment of the consultants reports,

among other considerations. All the minority

shareholders of ZAJyiBFA are reported to be
interested in increasing their shares from the

government holding.

Infrastructure capability .

185. Transport links, especially railway

services was identified as the major,

infrastructural limitation by most of the

fabricators, all of whom preferred to use road

transport for the distribution oftheir products.

Road transport from the Copperbelt to Darfes:

Salaam was typically two days quicker than by

rail. ., , . ;, ".. li.\... ...

186. Industryrepresentativesemphasisetjtfie

urgent need for foundry technology

development in the country in order ta afld

value to metals before export. It was pointed

out that while extractive metallurgical capacity

had developed appreciably to support mining

operations, physical metallurgical capacity was

inadequate in the country. India was ,qited as

a country whicti could. provide African

countries, with capacity building in foundry

technology. , ;

187. Some industry representatives

confirmed that privatisation within the industry

would enhance industrial training, promote

increased rewards to employees, decrease staff

turnover and improve operational efficiency.

It was pointed put that under state majority

ownership, training^ staff encouraged their

subsequent transfer by the majority

shareholders to other areas.
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Industrial policy

188. The Investment Act of 1993 deals with

various incentives that can be negotiated on a

case-by-case basis. Priority is given to rural

enterprises and the export of non-traditional

products including manufactured goods. In the

case of a rural manufacturing enterprise

income tax is reduced by two-fifths during the

first five years of operation, implying that the

tax rate would be 21 per cent as against the

normal tax rate of 35 per cent for

manufacturing enterprises. Income derived

from the export of non-traditional products is

taxed at a maximum rate of 15 per cent. An

initial allowance of 10 per cent is granted on

industrial buildings and extensions. The

annual depreciation allowance on plant and

machinery is 25 per cent and on industrial

buildings 5 per cent.

Conclusion

189. Zambia is the largest African producer

of copper which generally accounts for aroufld

80 per cent of the country's export earnings'

Largely as a result of declining copper prices,

the mining industry is operating at a heavy

loss. GDP is declining and activities in ehergy

and infrastructural development are depressed.

Deforestation is a major concern and the need

to supply electricity to the majority of the

population is recognised; but funds are

required. ;r'f

190. There^1 is much potential for the

development of hydro-electric power in

Zambiai' -^Donors' funding of electricity

devel6$>me&fiJ'\vould be welcome in the

country1/ The Southern African Development

Community (SADC) is additionally understood

to have a programme for the interconnection

of their electrical grids and the expansion of

their power generation facilities.

191. Out of the primary copper output of

over 400,000 tons per year produced in the

country, only about 5 per cent is fabricated

locally. Copper cathode is exported to world

markets and copper semis are exported to a

number of African countries as well as outside

the African region. Opportunities exist for

private and African multi-country investment

in further copper fabrication and the

production, largely for export, of final

products such as electric transformers and

motors. With improved transport networks

and operations, the Copperbelt could be a

major manufacturer of copper-based products

for the central and eastern African countries' as

well as for exports to other markets. This

opportunity should be farther investigated.

192. ZCCM and ZAMEFA may soon be

privatised. Most minority shareholders,

among other investors,' are reported to be

interested in increasing tiieir shareholding from
the government holding. 'All other copper

fabricators in Zambia are privately owned.

193. Although no information could be

found on the import arid export of copper-

based products in Zambia, imports of items

such as electrical equipment and appliances by

industry, ZESCO and other consumers is

effected. Copper semis are exported to a

number of African countries including

Botswana, Kenya, Malawi, Namibia and

Tanzania. With increased normalisation of

trading relations among the countries of

eastern and southern Africa and the

development of manufacturing capacities in

nearby countries, the volume of these exports

is likely to expand. ' '*'.""" (

194. Improvement of rail transport

operations to ensure speedy delivery times, the'

development of foundry technology intended to

add value to metals before they are exported,

and privatisation of the copper industry to

enhance operational efficiency are considered

as factors which would contribute towards the

performance of the Zambian copper production

and fabricating industries. Land tenure

regulations are being revised to help people

acquire title deeds to property and this could

promote increased activity in the building and

construction industry which would result in

increased consumption of copper-based

products. ; "
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ZIMBABWE

Introduction:,...... , (l ,-.-;

195. Zimbabwe has a land area of 390,580

sq km, with a .1992 total population of 1Q.4

million which is estimated, $Q be growing at a

rate of about 3 per cent per annum. Urban

population is of the order of 27.4 per cent of

the total, growing at about 5 per cent annually.

196. The Zimbabwe economy is well

diversified, with a developed manufacturing

sector, prosperous commercial farming, varied

mineral resources and relatively dense

infrastructure. : The principal minerals

produced in the country include gold, nickel,

asbestos, coal, copper, chrome, iron, tin,

silver, phosphate, limestone, cobalt and

lithium. The country has huge deposits of coal

and abundant hydroelectric potential, both of

which are already major contributors to energy

supply.

Production

197. Zimbabwe has one primary copper

producer, Mhangura Copper Mines Ltd, and

two producers of by-product copper, Bindura

Nickel Mines Ltd and the Empress Nickel

Refinery.. Mhangura Copper Mines has the

capacity of 20,000 tons per year refined

cathode from its electrolytic refinery although

this capacity has not been fully utilised for

several years. The Empress Nickel.Refinery

treats, on a toll basis, some 10,000 tons per

year of copper-nickel matte from the BCL

mine atSelebi-Phikwe in Botswana.

198. At current production rates, Mhangura

Copper Mines has an estimated life of ten

years, after which Zimbabwe would have to

import its copper from sources such as Zambia

and Zaire to meet the requirements of its

fabricators. This situation may however, be

alleviate*! in part, by the establishment of the

ZMJDC's $anyati mine near Chinohoyi and the

platinum mines on the Great Dyke by Delta-

BHP and Union Carbide. These platinum

projects would produce small amounts of

copper as a by-product.

Fabrication industry .. ih _

199. Zimbabwe has three major copper

fabricators: Radiator and,Tinnjng;(Pvt) Ltd

with works in Buiawayo, and Central

Cables I4d., (CAFCA) and Aimjn
Industries. (ALMIN)>:both.of which, are based

inrHarare. The smaller fabricators include.the

Metal Sales po. (Pvt).Ltd and NonrHerrous

Metal Works (^imbabwe) (Pvt) Ltd ofHarare;

200. Central African Cables and Almin

Industries have the capacity to fabricate

approximately ,7,$00 tons per annum of

copper, representing less than 50 per cent of

Zimbabwe's production of cathode. Radiator

and Tinning relies heavily pn scrap copper,

brass and bronze for its operation and it is not

a major user of cathode copper. All

fabricators export a substantial portion of their

production, mainly to central and eastern and

Africa. The products by the rabjicatprsj

include copper power cables and extruded

copper and copper alloy products. A summary

of information on Zimbabwean major

fabricators is shown in Table 12.

Consumption

201. As already mentioned, Zimbabwe's

economy is well diversified with relatively

dense infrastructure and abundant coal and

hydroelectric potential, both of which are

already major contributors to energy supply.

The country's per capita consumption of

copper is probably higher than most in the

region, although much remains to be done on

electrification programmes especially in the

rural areas. It is recognised that local content

of products is important in promoting

industrialisation. Thus the use ofthe country's

indigenous copper resources for its own

development is considered paramount. Market

promotion is considered important for copper.

Accordingly national consumers should be

encouraged to consume local products

Industry constraints :,

202. As most copper-based, prpjduct^ are

used in either housing or. infrastructure ,

projects, the lack of development in tjiiese
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areas is seen by the fabricators as a major

constraint to the industry. The cost of

electricity in Zimbabwe is high (Z$ 170/MWh)

which leads to a low demand by the majority

of the population which has a low standard of

living. Furthermore, development projects are

frequently funded by tied aid, which causes the

local fabricators/suppliers to be discriminated

against in favour of the donor country.

Additionally, Government bureaucracy is seen

by the local fabricators as inhibiting

investment in Zimbabwe and hence the

demand for copper-based products. For

exporters, high transport costs and bureaucracy

at border posts discourage operations.

203. Industry representatives are of the

view that reduction of duties on imports of

machinery and raw materials which could not

be produced locally, and the use of locally

manufactured products for projects supported

by donors will encourage industrial growth in

the metal industries. It was generally further

observed that attractive investment codes will

encourage industrialisation. Development of

road and railway links among countries and

improvement in operations of existing ones,

development of shipping services and

liberalisation of trade among countries will

promote the expansion of intra-African trade in

goods and services.

Industry structure

204. Mhangura Copper Mine is owned by

Zimbabwe Mining Development Corporation,

Express Nickel Refinery by Rio Tinto Zinc

(Zim) and Bindura Nickel Corporation by

Anglo American Corporation (Zim). Radiator

and Tinning is owned by Mr. Trevor

Hodgeskin's family. CAFCA is 75 per cent

owned by BICC Pic, 20 per cent by Zimbabwe

public holding, and 5 per cent by British and

South African interests. ALMIN is 51 per

cent owned by the Industrial Development

Corporation of Zimbabwe and the rest of the

shares are owned by Hullet Aluminium

Limited of South Africa.

Export

205. Zimbabwe'is a land-locked country.

Inadequate transport links, unreliable transport

means, high transport costs, border delays and

relatively small quantities of products were

cited as being major obstacles hampering the

development of export markets outside the

African continent. The Zimbabwean

fabricators do, however, export by road to

most countries in central, southern and eastern

Africa. : . = ■:■•-•-

Industrial policy

206. There are no incentives to new

business other than reduced rates of company

tax for approved manufacturing projects in

growth areas and the refund of sales tax on

plant and machinery and on goods used in the

construction of industrial buildings. Currently

the normal tax on company profits is 42.5 per

cent but this is reduced to 20 per cent for a

period of 5 years for approved manufacturing

projects in growth areas. It is proposed to

reduce the normal rate to 40 per cent in 1995

and to 10 per cent in the case of approved

manufacturing projects in growth areas.

207. A special initial allowance of 25 per

cent can be claimed on plant and machinery

and industrial buildings. Prior to 1993 the

rate was 50 per cent. An investment

allowance of 15 per cent is granted on capital

expenditure in growth areas, and of 50 per

cent on equipment and buildings used for

training. The normal annual depreciation rate

on plant and machinery varies between 10 and

20 per cent, and on buildings it is 2.5:per

cent. There is a tax-free 9 per cent export

incentive bonus payable on the value of

exports.

208. In addition to the general criteria listed

above, Zimbabwe places emphasis on access to

scarce managerial resources, foreign markets

and substantial expenditure on research and

development in evaluating new investment

projects. The Zimbabwe Investment Centre is

the central government institution responsible

for the promotion of industrial investment in

the country^
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Conclusion

209. The Zimbabwe economy is well

diversified with relatively dense infrastructure.

The use the country's indigenous; copper

resources in promoting industrialisation has

received strong emphasis. About 8,000 tons,

representing 50 per cent of Zimbabwe's

production of cathode is consumed by local

metal fabricators. In addition to supplying the

local market, all fabricators export a

substantial portion of their production, mainly

to central and eastern Africa. Although

import/export statistics on copper-based

products in the country were not available,

judging by its relatively small population and

dense infrastructure, the country's per capita

consumption of copper is probably higher than

most in the region, although much remains to

be r< done on electrification programmes

especially in the rural areas.

210. Market promotion is considered

important for copper since the country has the

metal. However, as the country's copper

resources base is not very strong, in the long

run Zimbabwe is likely to import some of the

copper to be used by its fabricators, from

countries like Zaire and Zambia. Currently,

some of the refining capacity of the country is

for treating some 10,000 tons per year of

copper-nickel matte from Botswana.

211. Industry representatives are of the

view that reduction of duties on imports of

machinery and raw materials which could not

be produced locally, and the use of locally

manufactured products for projects supported

by donors will encourage industrial growth in

the metal industries. It was generally observed

that attractive investment codes will encourage

industrialisation. Development of road and

railway links among countries and

improvement in operations of existing ones,

development of shipping services and

liberalisation of trade among countries will

promote the expansion of intrarAfrican trade in

goods and services. At the national level,

consumers should be encouraged to,consume

local products.

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

212. At a major workshop organised'by the

Southern African Development Cornihtinity

(SADC)'/in Deceniber 1992 to consider1 a

report on ''Enyirpnniehtal effects of mining in

the SADC're|ioHfi;'the general consensus at
the workshop was^ that the term environment

should be defined broadly to include the

"worker's environment" in the mineral

industries (health and safety), and the "natural

environment" (which would include economic,

social and cultural impacts of mineral

resources development). Accordingly

environment was defined as the total setting

for socio-economic development activity,

including the natural environment and the

economic, social and cultural milieu which

man has created to adapt to the demands and

challenges of his naturally occurring

surroundings12. As the SADC region produces

most of Africa's copper, a brief-review of the

outcome ;pf this workshop will provide some

insight to environmental problems faced by

copper mining in Africa.

213. Among the principal environmental

problems identified by the report as associated

with mining activities in the SADC region

relevant to this study included: sulphur dioxide

emissions from base metal smelters; and

pollution of shared water systems (especially

the Zambezi river basin). The seven base

metal smelters in the SADC region were

estimated to be emitting a total of one million

tons of sulphur dioxide to the atmosphere

annually. These emissions represented a

significant economic loss to the: reglbri as they

could be converted to sulphiifor sulphuric acid
for use in industry within the region.

Moreover, the fall-out of these acid gases

increases the acidity of nearby surroundings

(air, water, and soils) which might cause

damage to the environment.

214. The report recommended that in the

case of the Zambezi River Basin which

receives water effluents from the mining

industries of Zambia, Zimbabwe and

Mozambique, an investigation was needed to

determine the environmental effects of the

metals and related salts entering the water



system, Water effluents from the mining of

copper, nickel, cobalt, gold, lead and zinc

einter this shared river system.

215.: The report noted that the most serious

environmental pollution caused by mining in

the SADC region (sulphur dioxide emissions

and effluents to river systems) were npt a

result of lack of awareness or information or

technology or even local sources of funds.

They arose from the chronic shortages of hard

currency to procure equipment in many of the

countries of the region, a state of affairs which

had led to environmental issues taking a back

seat to production requirements. Overall,

mines managed by state institutions were found

to be the worst environmental spoilers while

those managed by multinational corporations

were the best environmental protectors. This

was a problem that needed to be urgently

addressed^ >

216. The report further recommended that

all new mines or expansions within SADC

with an investment in excess of US$ 2 million

should prepare Base Line Studies (BLS),

setting out the existing, environmental

conditions prior to mining so that reference

points are .- established for quantifying

environmental effects. Furthermore such

mines and smaller ones should prepare

Environmental Impact Studies (EIS) which

would constitute the basis of granting mining

leases by the appropriate government

institutions. While the requirements of the

EIS for the small mines would be fairly simple

(requiring the specifications for the physical

outputs once the operation was running and

details of the arrangements for dealing with

them), detailed EIS for large mines or large

expansion programmes should be reviewed by

a committee on which representatives of

relevant local communities and government

institutions responsible for mining and the

environment would be represented.

Additionally, all mining operations of any size

must give evidence of their arrangements for

decommissioning,and making safe mined out

areas after closure, together with details of

how the funding for this was to be ensured13.

217. With regard to environmental
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legislation and regulations, the workshop

recommended that a Permanent SADC

Committee on Mining and the Environment

composed of senior representatives of

governments, the mining industry, research

institutions, environmental activists, among

other interested parties be established to advice

SADC member States on how to deal with

policy issues related to mining and the

environment; and that a harmonised SADC

regional policy on mining and the environment

be adopted to provide an acceptable balance

between environmental protection and the need

to create and maintain economically viable

mining operations. Towards this end, all

existing mining laws and regulations should be

amended to incorporate environmental

considerations.

218. The workshop further recommended

that the SADC Mining Coordinating Unit

should: establish a data bank for SADC mining

laws, environmental laws,and other policy

materials related to mining and the

environment for use by all mineral

development actors in the region; organise a

regional workshop on mining law for policy

makers, legal experts, law enforcement

officers and other relevant representatives to

broaden the knowledge base of the participants

about the variety of options available in mine

environmental regulation; initiate a study on

environmental operational standards for the

mineral industries of SADC for use by

member States; send one of its qualified

officer for training in mining law and the

environment to eventually provide member

States with access to such technical services

which were currently unavailable; formulate a

set of model environmental legislation,

regulations and guidelines for small-scale

mining for use in the SADC countries; and

undertake a comparative study providing world

examples on regulatory approaches to mining

emissions and effluents to provide SADC

member States with a variety of regulatory

options which can be used to control emissions

and effluents arising from mining operations.

219,;;. Under socio-economic and cultural

considerations associated with mining, the
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workshop expressed the view that the overall

objective for the development of natural

resources was to improve the human

environment. Accordingly, the main strategies

for attaining the overall objective in the SADC

region would be the integration of natural

resources development with social and

economic sectors of the regional economy, and

the creation of an enabling environment for the

private sector to produce goods and services

for consumption in the region.

220. The workshop emphasised the need

for: (a) the formulation and adoption of

national environmental management plans as a

guide to integrating environment with

development? (b) the integration of national

and regional development policies and

programmes to enhance sustainable

environmental management; (c) the

establishment or strengthening of national and

regional institutional capabilities for

implementing national and regional

environmental management plans; (d) the

undertaking of research related to socio-

economic and cultural aspects in the

sustainable development of natural resources;

and (e) the organisation of seminars*

workshops and short-term courses for policy

makers, industry operators and research

institutions on socio-economic and cultural

aspects related to natural resources

development.

221. It was underlined that socio-economic

and cultural factors should be incorporated in

all feasibility studies related to natural

resources development. In the special case of

small-scale mining, the geological and mining

departments of member States should be

strengthened so that they could provide mine

operators with technical services that would

minimise adverse impacts to the environment.

222. Among the projects recommended by

the workshop for implementation by the SADG

Mining Coordinating Unit was the evaluation

of technological options open for the direct

reduction of sulphur dioxide to sulphur, the

markets for sulphur in the region and the

economics of the routes considered12.

GOVERNMENT POLICIES

223. None of the countries included in the

survey had any policy specifically directed at

the promotion of manufacture or trade in

copper-based products. However;

government-assisted programmes to encourage

local manufacturing have recently been

adopted by some countries in Africa and the

climate is now conducive for the

implementation on a wider scale of national

and regional schemes to promote local

industries. The programmes and the agencies

set up to administer such schemes are based to

a large extent on the successful policies that

were applied in countries in South East Asia in

the 1960s. The criteria that are applied in

schemes to promote local manufacturing

industries bear close comparison between one

country and another, being based on common

guidelines and endorsed by the World Bank.

224. In the context of promoting the

manufacture of copper products in African

countries, the objectives of industrial

development programmes should include: job

creation; utilization of local raw materials;

establishment of industrial bases at national

and regional levels; and the generation of

foreign exchange earnings.

225. Job creation implies a great deal more

than employment. Of significant benefit to the

host country are the introduction of new

technologies and technical skills, and the

establishment of training facilities. The newly

introduced technology should be appropriate or

adaptable to local circumstances and, in the

African context, labour-intensive or capital

intensive, depending on economies of scale.

This technology should also favour

employment of local workers as operators,

supervisors and administration staff whose

training and experience should be of the

required high level. In this way the need for

expatriates could be minimized. Preferably,

use of the technology should not be subject to

patent rights and licence fees.

226. The utilization ■•; of raw materials

extends beyond the actual material being

processed, to include in the case of a copper



foundry, for example, the development of

refractories, fluxes, foundry sands, binders

and abrasives. However, the lack of the

primary raw material, namely copper, may not

be a critical factor if, through recycling of

local scrap or the importation of copper and its

alloys, industrialisation based on copper could

entail viable activities to supply both domestic

and foreign demand.

227. Thfe establishment of a regional

industrial tiase can be achieved by encouraging

the growth of satellite industries to serve the

needs,of the main manufacturing enterprise.

An industry could be promoted in a

development programme so as to stimulate

intra-regional trade in raw materials,

intermediate products and manufactured goods.

228.. The generation of foreign exchange

earnings is dependent upon exports of the

added-value manufactured articles. Since the

domestic market for copper products in many

African countries is limited, copper products

could be designed and manufactured for export

to neighbouring and other countries.

229. To promote the establishment of

mineral ., beneficiation and metallurgical

projects, effective incentives are necessary.

Examples of these are: loans at low interest

rates; remissions of income tax for an initial

period; electricity tariff discounts; rail tariff

rebates; and ocean freight tariff rebates. Each

of these, with the exclusion of low interest

loans, conflict with the GAIT Code on

Subsidies and Countervailing Duties, unless it

is demonstrated that the subsidies are intended

to promote social and economic pol icy

objectives.

230. The objectives include: (a) the

elimination of industrial, economic and social

disadvantages of specific regions; (b) the

restructuring, under socially acceptable

conditions, of certain sectors, especially where

this has become necessary by reason of

changes in trade and economic policies; (c)

sustaining employment and encouraging re

training and change in employment; (d)

encouraging research and development

programmes, especially in the field of high-
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technology industries; (e) the implementation

of economic programmes and policies to

promote the economic and social development

of developing countries; and (f) redeployment

of industry in order to avoid congestion and

environmental problems.

231. Low interest rate loans, particularly

with an element of government financing,

create difficulties if aimed at giving an

advantage to certain industrial undertakmgs.

To avoid these difficulties such loans should

be offered ori a regional or sectoral basis.

PRIVATISATION

232. The basic reasons that led to

nationalizations in developing countries were

the political pressures in host countries to

control national mineral reserves and the

desire to increase the share of mineral rent

collected by the State and subsequently

redistributed by it. The capacity of state-

owned copper companies to accomplish the

aims that led to" their establishment was

constantly eroded over the last ten years (in

some eases since the late 1970s). The main

causes of this have been: (a) institutional

rigidities and limitations that state ownership

tends to impose on mining companies, e.g. the

emphasis on maximization of short-term

income in a context of price instability, which

impairs their long-term capacity'td generate it;

(b) the limited amount of financial resources

and foreign exchange made available to state-

owned companies, although they were

responsible for the generation of a substantial

part of the countries fiscal revenues and export

earnings. This lack of resources makes it

difficult for. the corporations to meet'the

maintenance and modernization requirements

6f existing plants and to finance expansion

plans; (c) greater rigidity of labour relations

(as compared to private companies); and (d)

the consequent increase in production ebsts,

which leads to corporate- losses during

prolonged periods of low prices.

233. As for Africa, the main state-owned

companies, ZCCM and Grammes (especially

the latter), have been facing serious difficulties

over recent years. The main problems have
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included (a) increasing production costs; (b)

low productivity; (c) low capacity utilization

rate; (d) declining production; and (e) limited

access to capital markets and to foreign

exchange to finance the maintenance and

expansion of existing operations, as well as the

building of new plants.

234. Privatization of the copper companies

is,seen as a way to tackle these questions both

by national leaders and by international

lending institutions. However, there are some

difficult questions that have to be addressed

before this cart be done. They refer mainly to

financial, social and environmental liabilities

associated with both companies.

235. The Zambian State has adopted

reforms aimed at increasing ■efficiency in

ZCCM. It intends to sell par$4>f its 60.3 per

cent stake in the company (held through

Zambia Consolidated Copper Mines Ltd.

Zimco) to private interests before! the end of

the century. The most likely company to

acquire at least part of the privatized shares is

AAG. < In the case of disposal of the public

holding in ZCCM, the South African company

has pre-emptive rights over half of it, because

of its historical ties with the Zambian mining

industry. It has expressed its interest in the

privatization, as have RTZ and Gencor (South

Africa). The State will probably retain a stake

in the company even if ;it sells pan of its

holding (similar to what is likely to happen in

Chile).

236. The situation of Ge*camines

deteriorated continuously during the 1980s and

worsened in the early 1990s, partly because of

political turmoil in the country. Both national

managers and international lending institutions

s£e privatization as part of the-answer to the

problems faced by the company. However,

the political, social and economic problems of

the country have to be redressed if foreign

investment is to be attracted. Onee this is

done, some large copper companies will show

interest ; in acquiring part of Ge*camines'

assets14i

^ SMALL SCALE MINING AND

FABRICATION

237. Small scale copper mining and

fabricating operations would also be important

for employment generation. Copper is

amenable not only to small scale mining and

beneficiation without the need for high levels

of technology but also to fabrication. Small

industries based on local scrap arisiags already

exist. Scrap from sheet and wire plants could

be used to make not only ethnic crafts, curios

and costume jewellery but also functional

household, transportation and industrial goods

and components. Small scale foundries,

initially aimed to produce tourist souvenirs

could develop more sophisticated projects

later. For example, the manufacture of locks

is very amenable as an undertaking for a

skilled entrepreneur with only limited ftinding.

This industry could become important in some

communities, if encouraged. Establishment of

other small local industries, based on scrap,

producing tourist souvenirs, household goods,

light industrial goods and the like should be

encouraged.

238. With better understanding of chemistry,

small-scale copper extraction from sulphides is

relatively easy and inexpensive; Thus small-

scale mining in the small deposits operated by

the ancients, among other areas, inthe region

are possible. The material produced would

require upgrading at, say, a central facility to

make it suitable for modern: electrical

applications. On the other hand, crude copper

is suitable as a starting material for small

fabrication industries.

SUMMARY

239. Copper deposits have been identified in

several countries although most of the reserves

are concentrated in Zaire and Zambia. Other

important copper reserves ;are found in

Botswana, Congo* Mauritania, Morocco,

Namibia, South Africa and Zimbabwe. Hence

most of the continent's known copper reserves

are found within a few of the central and

southern African countries.

240. At present, only seven countries have
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producing mines: Botswana, Morocco,

Namibia, South Africa, Zaire, Zambia and

Zimbabwe. Mine production of copper in

Africa peaked in 1974 at 1.52 million tons,

with over 93 per cent of production coming

from South Africa, Zaire and Zambia.

However, limited access to capital markets and

foreign exchange impaired the capacity of the

state owned Zairean and Zambian copper

mines to finance the maintenance and

expansion of mining operations, and African

copper mine production declined to under 1.0

million tons per annum during the period

1990-1992. ZCCM have for some time been

engaged in modernization and optimization

campaigns. Unfortunately present conditions

do not favour a similar approach in Zaire.

Table 13 and Figure 10 provide information

on mine production of copper in Africa.

241. Other factors which have adversely

affected African mine copper production have

included: internal conflict and instability

(Angola and Mozambique); technical and

funding problems (Congo and Mauritania);

depressed world demand and prices of copper

(Botswana, Namibia, among others); poor

management and lack of investment (Uganda);

social instability (Zaire); and power shortages

caused by drought (Zambia). Because of

either declining ore grades or exhaustion of

reserves, countries such as South Africa and

Zimbabwe could experience major drops in

copper production from domestic resources

soon after the turn of the century.

242. Botswana and Morocco do not possess

operating primary copper converters or

refineries. Egypt (secondary only), Namibia,

South Africa, Zaire, Zambia and Zimbabwe

have copper refinery capacities. The

production of refined primary copper metal is

hence concentrated in the central and southern

parts of Africa, while the consumers (both

existing and potential) are distributed over the

whole of the continent. This basic observation

implies that opportunities in intra-African trade

in copper metal and copper alloys between the

producing and consuming countries in the

African continent exist. Table 14 and Figure

11 provide a summary of primary copper

producers of Africa, and smelter/refinery

production of copper in the region

respectively.

243. Currently, some copper concentrate

from South Africa is smelted and refined in

Namibia and Zimbabwe. Some of the

unrefined copper from Botswana and Zaire is

refined jn Zimbabwe and Zambia respectively.

In the near future, possibilities of South Africa

operating as a custom smelter and refiner

treating imported concentrates and unrefined

copper from countries such as Botswana, Zaire

and other countries will arise, as copper

resources are depleted in South Africa, making

the country to have spare copper smelting and

refining capacities. These developments might

be boosted by cross border investment within

the copper industry in the countries of centra)

and southern Africa.

244. In th,e three years, 1990-1992, the

average annual refined copper production in

Africa was 688.6 kt. In the same period the
average annual refined copper consumption in

Africa was only 92.7 kt. (Of this total, 63.9

ktwas consumed in South Africa)15. There is

thus enormous scope for the development of

indigenous copper production from indigenous

copper resources. The adding of value before

export is a very attractive possibility. The

products with added value, in turn, could

become more easily and cheaply available

within Africa and could thus play a significant

role in the economic progress of Africa.

245. South Africa has the most extensive

copper fabrication industry in the continent,

producing a wide range of products for

internal consumption as well as for exports to

African and world markets. Other African

countries with appreciable copper fabricating

facilities and relatively small range of products

for internal markets and exports include Egypt,

Zambia and Zimbabwe. Countries such as

Algeria, Cameroon, Kenya, Nigeria, Morocco,

ILJnited Republic of Tanzania and Zaire also

have copper fabricating industries which cater

largely for national markets. Limited finance,

entrepreneurship and skills; and weak foundry

technology capacity to transform metals to

useful products are some of the factors

constraining the development of the
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metallurgical industries in several African

countries.

246. While statistics on African imports and

exports of copper and copper alloys could

relatively easily be established, those for

copper and copper alloy semis and

manufactured products based on copper and its

alloys are not readily available. Some intra-

African trade in copper and semimanufactures

takes place especially among the countries of

eastern, southern and northern African

countries. It is also evident from the

development of the energy and physical

infrastructure of the region that Africa imports

a wide range of copper-based manufactures

from countries outside the African region.

Poor sea transportation, slow rail

transportation, expensive road transportation

and tariff barriers are reported as some of the

constraints hampering the expansion of intra-

African trade in copper and copper-based

products in the region.

247. With the exception of countries which

have appreciable copper fabricating facilities,

the intensity of copper use in Africa is very

low. Infrastructure growth which will increase

demand of energy and electrical products, and

electrical distribution to urban and rural areas,

will promote industrial growth in copper

manufacturing and enhance copper

consumption generally. Electrification of
towns and the rural areas would result in

copper, consumption multiplier effects which

would greatly enhance the demand for copper

based products. Moreover, the simplification

of procedures,for obtaining land for housing

construction including the right to land

ownership; the interconnection of the electrical

grids with neighbouring countries; the

increased building of permanent low-cost

houses for the majority of the population; and

increased donors support towards physical

infrastructure and energy development, are

factors which will enhance the consumption of

copper in the African region.

248; Practically all African countries have

introduced a number of policy reforms to

attract private investment in the African

mineral industries and these policies are

already yielding results in terms of the'hiimber

of private investors who are already actiye in

the mineral industries in the African fegfotf.

However, it should be observed ' that

mechanisms through which African

governments, administer the new regulations

should be improved in order to remove

bureaucracy which could be frustrating to

investors.

249. While many within the copper

industry, including governments, financial

institutions and private investors believe that

privatisation within the copper industry will

enhance copper production and consumption in

the African region, it is in the interest of all

parties concerned that privatisation measures

that entail minimal social ands economic

hardships are devised before privatisation is

eventually implemented.

ANALYSIS AND ASSESSMENT

250. Except for the Southern African

portions of the continent, most of Africa is

relatively unexplored16 for mineral resources

occurrences. The geological formation of the

Zaire/Zambia Copperbelt extends into other

parts of Zaire and Zambia, Angola, Namibia,

Botswana, Zimbabwe and possibly Malawi and

Mozambique. Moreover, practically every

African country has now introduced mining

and industrial investment policies in favour of

the private sector and these efforts are already

yielding results in terms of several reports of

mining companies doing mineral exploration in

several African countries. Thus important

copper deposits could be discovered in some

areas of Africa in the coming years.

251. Furthermore, archaeological evidence

indicates that the African region had numerous

small scale copper mines. In some of these,

the oxide ores (suitable for easy smelting)

were worked out, leaving the sulphides in situ,

as they were beyond the technology of the

ancients. Relatively simple metallurgical

processes such as roasting or even bacterial

oxidation plus cementation can now make

these sulphide ores available for the artisanal



approach. Development of these small copper

deposits by artisanal operators could generate

employment opportunities and possibly lead to

the discovery of large ore bodies in some

areas.

252. Taking into account that (a) most of

the copper reserves in Africa are concentrated

in Zaire and Zambia, (b) mine production of

copper metal is likely to remain concentrated

in the two countries in the foreseeable future,

(c) domestic copper production (primary

'and/or secondary) may not be sufficient to

meet the demand of local fabricators in

countries such as Egypt, South Africa and

Zimbabwe in the near future, and (d) copper

consumers (both existing and potential) are

distributed over the whole of the African

continent, it seems that the development of

. fabrication technology to add value to metals;

the standardisation of copper-based products;

the improvement of transport links; the

removal of trade barriers; increased

privatisation of copper mines and fabricators;

the encouragement of cross-border investment

in primary copper production and fabricating

facilities; the introduction of export/import

incentives; improved market information;

aggressive marketing promotion by producers;

and elimination of government bureaucracy

would play important roles in the expansion of

intra-African trade in copper metal and

copper-based products among the countries of

the African continent.

253. African countries with a combination

of factors including: high, GNP; relatively

large industrial and manufacturing sectors;

relatively large populations and high

population density; vigorous building and

construction and electrification programmes;

high official priority given to energy and

physical infrastructural development; and

potential for the export of copper semis and

manufactures to both African and external

destinations are likely to increase the

production of copper semis and manufactures

in the near future, using indigenous copper

where it exists or imported copper metal and

alloys. Such countries might include Algeria,

Angola, Cote d'lvoire, Ethiopia, Kenya,

Morocco, Mozambique, Nigeria, Uganda,
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United Republic of Tanzania, Zaire and

Zambia. Support by multilateral financial

institutions and the private sector in

infrastructure and energy development plus

reduced military expenditure by some of the

African countries are likely to promote

expanded imports of copper metal, semis and

copper-based products; enhance copper

fabrication; and increase copper consumption

in several African countries.

254. The present study suggests that centres

for growth of copper-based industries would

be the present day copper producing areas

(such as South Africa, Zaire and Zambia) and

countries of high economic activity (such as

Algeria, Egypt and Nigeria). In this respect,

these countries might constitute the growth

poles for manufacturing industries based on

copper to supply African demand. Cross

border investment in the fabricating industries

is likely to expand the volume of production

and consumption of copper in the African

region.

255. It is proposed that an African Copper

Development Association, comprised ofcopper

producers, copper fabricators, manufacturers

of final copper-based products, major

consumers of copper-based products,

government policy makers, the private sector

including relevant transnational corporations,

relevant financial institutions, and other

interested bodies be formed so that it could

meet regularly to exchange information on the

pertaining status of the copper industries in

Africa and determine ways and means,of

promoting the, increased development and

utilisation of the metal in the economies of the

African region. The African Copper

Development Association would probably

function most effectively if it were to operate

in all the regions of Africa.

256. The formal copper and copper alloys

fabrication industry and the.production of final

products based on copper should grow, with

economic development, provided all

development actors within the African

Regional Copper Development Association act

in concert to promote the development and
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utilisation of the metal in Africa. Where

appropriate, similar national or subregional

copper development associations could be

formed, as is the case with the Copper

Development Association of South Africa.

The proposed national, subregional and

regional copper development associations

could determine modalities of cooperation

among the various African copper industries so

that increasingly, indigenous African inputs

including raw materials, intermediate goods,

equipment, spare parts, skills and technology

are made available ; to. support copper

production, manufacturing and consumption of

metal products in African infrastructural

development.

257. Generally, improved industrial

investment policies and the commitment of

increased funds towards productive and

infrastructural capacities in the African region

areJikely to: (a) lead to increased production

of copper and manufacturing of copper

products, and expanded intra-African trade in

copper metal and copper-based products; (b)

create new employment opportunities,

introduce new technologies and enhance skills

acquisition; (c) expand the range of domestic

raw materials to be processed and stimulate

intra-regional trade in raw materials,

intermediate products and manufactured goods;

(d) establish a strong regional industrial base;

and (e) enhance foreign exchange earnings of

several countries.

258. ^Cooperation through cross border

investment in the development of

manufacturing industries by African countries

is considered.necessary if intra-African trade

in metallurgical products is to be realised.

Professional associations, chambers of

commerce, associations of manufacturers and

individual entrepreneurs could be important

actors in the development of these

metallurgical industries of Africa if these

institutions integrate and, coordinate their

programmes. These promotional groups could

be brought together through existing structures

such as the secretariats of the Arab Magreb

Union (AMU), the Economic Community of

Central African States (ECCAS), the

Economic Community of West African States

^COWAS), The Common Market for Eastern

and Southern Africa (COMESA), the Southern

African Development Community (SADQand

the Economic Commission for Africa (ECA).

259. African countries should use their

natural resources for their own development.

National consumers should be encouraged to

consume local products which would help in

the promotion of industrialisation. Countries

will have to increasingly consume what they

produce: where there is a huge endowment of

copper, copper use should be intensively

promoted; where aluminium resources abound,

aluminium use will have to be intensively

encouraged. An increase in the consumption

of copper in Africa can be achieved by

promoting the use of the commodity where

copper has its major global market shares,

namely in the electricity, building■■! and

construction, and engineering industries.- -■:.•

260. There is need for the promotion of

copper consumption in Africa by the world

copper industry, where generally copper is

least consumed;. The world copper industry

(primary producers and manufacturers) will

benefit by the creation of a larger market for

the metal than at the present time, while the

African countries will benefit from the

development of their electrical, construction

and engineering industries.

261. For the above developments to take

place, the world copper industry needs to

increase its expenditure in research and

development intended to create markets for

copper in Africa. The African copper

producing countries should be active in such

copper research and development activities,

which will also address the continuing problem

of competing substitutes for copper, such as

the substitution of copper cables by optical

cables, the copper/brass radiator which has

lost a significant market to aluminium, and

rolled aluminium and steel products which are

competing with copper in the construction

industry. : . . ..- .

262. There are a number of institutions

which promote the increased use of copper in

the world. These institutions undertake copper



marketing and technological research activities.

They include, among others, the International

Copper Association (ICA) which is comprised

of several primary producers and

manufacturers, and the Intergovernmental

Council for Copper Exporting Countries

(CIPEC), of which Zaire and Zambia are

members.

263. National copper promotion centres or

associations and individual manufacturers also

exist in several countries including South

Africa. Some of these centres which promote

copper use, are funded by some of the

international associations to undertake specific

programmes and activities such as awareness

programmes, education, training and

standardisation.

264. What is probably now needed is

increased integration and coordination of the

activities of the international, national and

individual copper promoters; the formation of

an African Copper Development Association

comprised of African primary copper

producers, manufacturers and consumers to

promote copper use in the region; and the

creation of national copper associations in

countries such as Zaire and Zambia which are

endowed with large copper resources.

265. African copper producing countries

should strive for vertical integration (from

mining, concentration, smelting and refining to

fabrication and marketing), so as to lessen the

negative effects of declining real prices of

copper commodity and benefit from value

added processes.

266. For countries which produce copper,

their priorities should include the expansion of

copper markets both internally and externally

away from competing materials. Likewise,

countries which produce aluminium will

promote its consumption within the countries

and without and avoid use of competing

materials. India, for example, favours the use

of aluminium because of its availability in the

country and taxes copper up to levels twice' its

normal international price17.
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CONCLUSIONS AND

RECOMMENDATIONS

267. As earlier pointed out, the present study
suggests that centres for growth of copper-

based industries would be the present day

copper producing areas (such as South Africa,

Zaire, Zambia and Zimbabwe) and countries

of high economic activity (such as Algeria,

Nigeria and Morocco). In this respect, these

countries might constitute the growth poles for

manufacturing industries based on copper to

supply African demand. Cross border

investment in the fabricating industries is-

likely to expand the volume of production and

consumption of copper in the African region.

268. It is proposed that as a first step towards

the consideration of this study, a group of core

countries such as Morocco, Nigeria, South

Africa, Zaire, Zambia and Zimbabwe meet to

review the findings of this studyand propose

further actions for the consideration of the

African copper industry.

This initial meeting should include the

representatives of the relevant governments,

the copper industries (both mining and

fabricating facilities), the relevant private

sector and other interested parties.

269. Other conclusions and recommendations

of the study are to be found in other sections

of the study where they are given as

summaries or conclusions, as well as under the

section on analysis ans assessment. Orga

nisations that would like to host the initial

meeting to consider this study should contact

the secretariat of the United Nations Economic

Commission for Africa. This should be done

as soon as possible so that .the arrangements

can be finalised in time for this meeting to

take place during the first half of 1995.
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ANNEXES

Annex 1: List of tables

; Table 1

World Copper Resources (million tons)
■ - | :

Location

North America

linited States
Canada

Mexico

Other

Total

South America

Chile ..:.

Peru

Other

Total

Europe

Africa

Zaire

Zambia

Otheir

Total

Asia

Philippines

Other

Total

Oceania

Australia

Papua, New Guinea

Other

Total t ■

World total

Reserves

57

17

17

1

90

79

12

3

95

50

26

30

4

60

12

14

25

8

... 6

1

15

340

Reserve base*

90

2 3

23

15

150

97

32

■.■ ■ ■ ■-! 12 ,-..-:

140

70

30 :

34

7 ■

70 ■ ... \

18

19

35

16

14 -■■■-■{

4 ■:

35

500
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TABLE 2

Mine production of copper by regions

(thousand tons and %)

■-■■■■-

WORLD

Developed market-

economy countries

America

Europe

South Africa

Asia

Oceania

Developing countries

and territories

America

Africa

Asia

Europe

Oceania

Countries in Eastern

Europe

Socialist countries

of Asia

1980-

1982

8063.9

263S.2

1962.2

168.5

209.9

54.6

240.0

3716.3

1787.4

1184.7

467.7

115.7

160.7

1460.2

252.3

Share

(% of

world)

100.0

32.7

24.3

2.1

2.6

0.7

3.0

46.1

22.2

14.7

5.8

1.4

2.0

18.1

3.1

Growth

rate since

1970-72

(% pa}

2.0

-0.4

-0.9

2.3

3.0

-8.2

3.3

3.7

5-9

0.0

6.4

1.9

14.5

2.0

7.6

1990-

1992

9124.3

3251.9

2438.8

276.4

194.5

12.5 '.

329.7

4115.6

2450.0

777.9

597; 0

101.4

189.4

1275.9

481.0

Share

(% of

world)

100.1

35.6

26.7

3.0

2.1

0.1

3.6

45.1

26.9

8.5

6.5

1.1

2.1

14.0

5.3

Growth

rate ,

since ij

1980-82

<% pa) i|

1

2

2

5

-0

-13

3

1

3

-4

2

1

-1

6.

.2

•1

•2 ;;

.1,/.-: i

.8

7

2 ..

0

2

1

5 :.A \

3' ■

7

3

7

Source: UNCTAD secretariat
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Production of refined copper by regions

(from primary and secondary sources, thousand tons and %)

WORLD

Developed market-

economy countries

America

Europe

South Africa

Asia

Oceania

Developing countries

and -territories

America

Africa

Asia

Europe

Countries in Eastern

Europe

Socialist countries

of Asia

1980-

1982

9443.2

4958.5

2242.3

1340.8

145.1

1046.5

183.8

2246.8

1163.9

761.4

191.2

130.3

1913.9

324.0

Share

<% of

world)

100.0

52.5

23.7

14.2

1.5

11.1

1.9

23.8

12.3

8.1

2.0

1.4

20.3

3.4

Growth

rate

since

1970-72

(% pa)

2.1

0.8

-0.9

1.4

6.4

3.5

1.4

3.8

7.2

-0.7

17.1

2.3

3.2

7.0

1990-

1992

10760.0

5569.2

2584.6

1484.2

125.3

1081.7

293.3

3000.0

1769.2

563.3

547.3

120.2

1625.4

565.3

Share

(% of

world)

100.1

51.8

24.0

13.8

1.2

10.1

2.7

27.9

16.4

5.2

5.1

1.1

15.1

5.3

Growth rate

since 1980-

82

(* pa)

1.3

1.2 :'

1.4

' 1.0

-1.5

0.3

I?

-3.0

ll.i'] |:

-0.8

-1.6

5.7

Source: UNCTAD secretariat
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TABLE 4

Copper and copper alloys, main alloy groups and their characteristics<15)

Group

Copper

Brasses

(Cu-Zn)

Bronzes

(Cu-Sn)

Aluminium

bronze

(Cu-Al)

Silicon

bronzes

(Cu-Si)

Copper-

nickels

and nickel

silvers

Main alloying element

Oxygen in three main

grades: oxygen bearing

(tough pitch);

deoxidized; oxygen free

Zinc: 15 % Zn, gliding

metal; 30 % Zn

cartridge brass; 37 %

Zn, basis quality;

40 % Zn, muntz metal

Tin:

10 % Sn + 2 % Zn, gun-

metal

6 % Sn + 0,2 % P,

phosphor bronze

4 % Sn + 1 % Zn, coinage

bronze

Sn + Pb + P in various

combinations, bearing

bronzes

Aluminium:

7 % Al

10 % Al; complex alloys

containing Fe, NI and Mn

Silicon: 1-5 % Si, with

small amounts of Mn, Fe

and Zn

Nickel:

2-70 % Ni, cupro-nickel

10-30 % Ni + 30-45 % Zn,

Ni-Ag

Characteristic j

High electrical conductivity, which varies as ;

the impurity content increases. In general

elements which enter into solid solution tend

to depress the conductivity. . J

Properties depend on volumes of alpha and beta

phase. The alpha brasses can withstand, a

remarkable degree of cold work without

fracture. These contain up to 30 % zinc.

The hot working brasses have higher properties

and are more suited to hot working.

High strength with good corrosion resistance.

Spring characteristics in wrought form. In

the cast form provides good bearing surface

with low coefficient of friction. <■■'■■'■

Wear resistance and corrosion resistance.

High wear resistance especially under severe

conditions, including high temperatures. High

toughness and fatigue resistance. , ]V

Colour similar to gold. Easily worked hot or

cold. High strength and good ductility.

Heat treatable. High strength and fatigue

properties. Resistant to impingement attack

and cavitation corrosion. Excellent wear atvd

abrasion resistant properties.

Excellent corrosion resistance. Low

electrical and thermal conductivity.

Excellent corrosion and elevated temperature

properties. The 40-50 % Ni alloys are used in

thermocouples, {constantan eureka). The 68 %

Ni alloys are known as the monel metals.

Excellent corrosion resistance in marine

atmospheres, and resists marine biofouling.

Wear resistance. Silvery white appearance.
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TABLE 5

Copper consumption by end-use (%)

Sector

Electrical and electronic

products

Building construction '■'■■"■>■

Industrial machinery and

equipment

Consumer and lighting

engineering

Consumer and general products^, t

Transportation .equipment

TOTAL

Western

1*979.

45

20

14

11

10

100

world

1991

47.

22

13

9

9

100

United

1980-

1982

28

33

17

12

11

100

States

1990-

1992

25

42

13

9

11

100

Source: UNCTAD secretariat

Note: Definitions used for the Western world and for the United States are not

compatible.
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. Markets for copper

ConstructIon

Water cylinders

Plumbing tube/fittings

Taps/water valves

, Roofing/cladding

Rainwater goods

Security locks

:Hinges and cabinet fittings

Window furniture

:Door handles and locks

'-■ Shop fittings

Bolts/screws/fasteners

;Handrailing/baluetrading

Solar heating

TABLE 6 :

and copper alloy products by sector*14)

Electrical

Motor commutators and rotor bars

Switchgear

Busbars .

Cables/conductors

Housewiring

Home appliances

Office equipment and computers

Cable shielding .<

Switches/adaptors/sockets

3-pin pluga :

Heating elements

Communication

Cable/equipment

Terminals/cable lugs

Bolts/screws/fasteners

Printed circuit boards
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Mining and Engineering

Detonator tubes

Furnace 1iners

Furnace, electrical components.

Heat exchangers/dry cooling

Bearings

Cathode hangers

Mould plates

Gas regulators and pressure gauges

Welding rods ... .:

Pump components

Welding equipment ■:

Bolts, nuts and screws ;

Gaskets and washers

Hydraulic equipment

Plating anodes

Decorative and Houaewares

Badges and buckles

Jewellery and ecclesiastical articles

Eyelets

Medals and coinage

Souvenirs and decorative goods

Trophies

Hollowware

Furniture

Light fittings

Transport

Radiator fins and tubes . ._ _,;:«:. ;-

Unions and tube fittings

Tyre valve stems .... .-_ , _

Overhead track conductor ._■ ■> p<..l>•-..

Washers and gaskets ■.,- ?*.-■<■-.

Fasteners . . -., ■-_ _..■, , ;■..■,,-.< ■'

Alternators and starter motors ,: > ^

Wiring harnesses

Hydraulic equipment and fittings

Ships propellers and corrosion .

resistant fittings

'i

.-■■■ . :■:;,•,■.„■: ■ .... ,

Military

Cartridge and shell cases

Missile components

Chemicals

Timber preservatives

Crop protection

Water treatment
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TABLE 7

intensity of use of copper by regions

(kg Cu/DS$ million GDP, km? or national income in 1985 prices)

WORLD

Developed

market-economy

countries

America

Europe

South Africa

Asia

Oceania

Developing

countries and

territories

America

Africa

Asia

Europe

Countries in

Eastern Europe

socialist

countries of

Asia

1960-

1964

1100

1025

749

1400

1236

1081

1032

510

529

107

348

3423

2886

2218

.6

.0

.0

.0

.2

.2

.0

.2

.8

.8

.6

.0

.2

.2

1965-

1969

1049.

970.

784.

1179.

967.

1123.

1045.

438.

569.

62.

192.

3190.

2827.

1914.

4

8

0

4

4

0

2

2

0

6

4

0

6

0

1970-

1974

1008.

927.

707.

1125.

1231.

1154.

955.

493.

682.

136.

219.

3120.

2517.

2049.

8

0

4

6

4

8

0

0

4

6

6

8

4

0

1975-

1979

949

830

589

1029

1290

1131

801

573

791

353

292

2962

2453

2273

.2

.2

.4

.2

.2

.4

.0

.2

.6

.0

.8

.4

.0

.4

1980-

1984

895.

773.

554.

934.

1515.

1043.

804.

675.

751.

374.

507.

3001.

2164.

1813.

8

6

6

6

8

8

8

8

6

0

0

4

6

8

" 1985-

1989

836

708

517

880

1250

894

654

823

772

355

793.

2834

1876

1345

.6

.2

.2

.6

.8

.8

.6

.8

.8

.4

4

.2

.2

.2

199tl-

199il

817.

701.

472:.

96l,

1056.

929!.

549.

940.

623.

390.

1098 ►

2259.

1467.

1207.

0

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

0

0

5

0

5

0

Source: UNCTAD secretariat
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8

E'er capita copp«r consumption by regions

(kg Cu/peraon)

WORLD

Developed market-economy

countries

America

Europe

South Africa

Asia

Oceania

Developing countries and

territories

America

Africa

Asia

Europe

Countries in Eastern Europe

Socialist countries of Asia

1960

1964

2.2

6.4

7,8

6.5

1.6

3.7

6.0

0.3

0.6

0.0

0.1

2.7

2.7

0.2

1965

1969

2.3

7.3

9.6

6.3

1.5

6.0

7.0

0.3

0.8

0.0

0.1

3.3

3.5

0.2

1970

1974

2.5

8.2

9.5

7.3

2.1

8.7

7.6

0.4

1.2

0.1

0.1

4.2

4.1

0.3

1975

1979

2.6

8.1

8.7

7.4

2.2

9.7

6.8

0.5

1.5

0.2

0.2

5.1

0.4

1980

1984

2.6

8.1

8.6

7.3

2.7

10.4

7.2

0.6

1.5

0.2

6.3

5.8

5.1

0.4

1985

1989

8.9

7,6

2.1

10.8

6.5

0.8

1.6

0.3

0.6

5.4

4~;*9

0.4

1990

:.:■*

8

8

1

12

5

1

1

0

0

-3

0

92

;5

.%

•3

.3

.6

.3

.7

.0

.3

.3

.9

•3

•?"
.5
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TABLE 7

Intensity of use of copper by regions

(kg Cu/USS million GDP, NHP or national income in.1965 prices)

WORLD

Developed

market-economy

countries

America

Europe

South Africa

Asia

Oceania

Developing

Countries and

territories

America

;Africa

Asia

Europe

Countries in

Eastern Europe

Socialist

countries of

Asia

1960- L

1964 ■:..

1100.

1025.

749.

1400.

1236.

1081.

1032.

510.

529.

107.

348.

3423.

2886.

2218.

6

0

0

0

2

2

0

2

8

8

6

0

2

2

1965-

1969

1049

970

784

1179

967

1123

1045

438

569

62

192

3190

2827

1914

.4

.8

.0

.4

.4

.0

.2

.2

.0

.6

.4

.0

.6

.0

1970-

1974

1008

927

707

1125

1231

1154

955

493

682

136

219

3120

2517

2049

.8

.0

.4

.6

.4

.8

.0

.0

.4

.6

.6

.8

.4

.0

1975-

1979

949.2

830.2

589.4

1029.2

1290.2

1131.4

801.0

\ 573.2

791.6

353.0

292.8

2962.4

2453.0

2273.4

1980-

1984

895.8

773.6

554.6

934.6

1515.8

1043.8

804.8

675.8

751.6

374.0

507.0

3001.4

2164.6

1813.8

1985-

1989

836

708

517

880

1250

894

654

823

772

355

793.

2834

1876

1345

.6

.2

.2

.6

.8

.8

.6

.8

.8

.4

4

.2

.2

.2

1990-

1991

817.0;

701.5

472. 5;

901.5

1056.5

929.5

549. &

940.5

623.0

390.0

1098.5

2259.0

1467.5

1207.0

Source: UNCTAD secretariat
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8

Per capita copper eonsumption by regions

(kg Cu/person)

ftORLD

Developed market-economy

countries

America ,- ■>

Europe

South Africa

Asia

Oceania , ;

Developing countries and

territories

America

Africa

Asia

Europe

Countries in Eastern Europe

Socialist countries of Asia

1960

1964

2 .2

6.4

7.8

6.5

1.6

3.7

6.0

0.3

0.6

0.0

0.1

2.7

2.7

0.2

1965

1969

2.3

7.3

9.6

6.3

1.5

6.0

7.0

0.3

0.8

0.0

0.1

3.3

3.5

0.2

1970

1974

2.5

8.2

9.5

7.3

2.1

8.7

7.6

0.4

1.2

0.1

0.1

4.2

4.1

0.3

1975

1979

2.6

8.1

8.7

7.4

2.2

9.7

0.5

1.5

0.2

0.2

5.1

"5.1

0.4

1980

1984

2.

8.

8.

7.

2.

10

7

0

1

0

0

5

5

0

6

1

6

3

7

.4

.2

.6

.5

.2

.3

.8

.1

.4

1985

1989

2"•**" '.-
8;4

8.9

7.6

2.1

10.8

6.5

0.8

1.6

0.3

0.6

5.4

4^9

0.4

1990

1992

" ;.2' •>
a. 7

8,3

8.3

1.6

12.3

5.7

1.0

1; 3

0.3

0.9

3.3

0.5
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TABLE 9

Summary of Egypt's Major copper Fabricators

NO

1

%

''[

t

3

4

Company

Electro

Cable

Egypt

General

Metals

Co.

Arab

Cables

Co-El

Sewedy

Egyptian

Copper

Works

Raw Material

and Sources

Copper rod

(9 mm)

from Saudi

Arabia

Scrap from.-.

local

sources

Copper rod

{8 nun) from

Saudi Arabia

Scrap from

local

sources

Products

Made

Wire and

cables

Cathode and

fire-refined

copper.

Copper

alloys.

disks and

sheets

Wire and

cables to

132 kV

Cathodes,

copper and

brass tubes.

rods,

strips.

sheets

profiles,

disks, wire

Annual

Capacity

40 000 t

(total cable

weight)

Cathode 1

e

0

0

t

Fire-refined 3

0

0

0

t

Alloys 6

0

0

t

Disks/sheets 1

0

0

t

Cables 7

0

0

0

t

Cathode 2

5

0

0

t

Alloys 7

0

0

0

t

Markets

Supplied

Mainly

Egypt and

Gulf areas

Egypt,

Saudi

Arabia,

Gulf Area

Egypt and

other Arab

countries
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TABLE 10

Coppmr Fabricators in South Africa

1

2

3

4

■■ Company

Transvaal

Copper Rod Co.

Union Steel

Corp Ltd

Transwire

(Pty) Ltd

SA PVC Cables

(Pty) Ltd

Raw

Material

and

Sources

Cathode

from PMC

Products; Mad*i

CC rod

Conductors, strip,

cables

Enamelled, magnet,

telecommunication

wire, etc.

PVC insulated

cables, building

wire, etc.

Annua

1

Capac

■ifcf

(t)

103

000

: Markets

Supplied

■ ■- - i

South'

Africa

1

\

i

—,,■5- ■ -

6

■r ■

8

Company

Abedare Cables

Africa

Brass

Extruders SA

(Pty) Ltd

Copalcor

Rolled Metals

Copper Tubing

Africa

HasJcal Tubes

TABLE

Raw

Material

and

Sources

Cathode

from PMC,

scrap

Cathode"

from PMC,

scrap

10 (continues)

Products Hade

Insulated cables,

telecommunication

and building wire

Extruded bar, rod,

wire, hot

stampings

Copper and brass

plate, sheet,

strip and foil

Copper tubing

Tube, rod, bar,

sections, fittings

i

Annua

1

Capac

ity

(t)

12

000

7 500

1 00Q

—12-

200

Markets

Supplied

South

Africa, S

E Asia,

Australia

Sfcuth

Africa,

Pacific

Rim, W

Africa

South

Africa and

export
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10

11.

12

13

14

15

16

17

18 ■

19

20

Non-Perroue

Metals Works

SA, <Pty> Ltd

Pretoria Metal

Pressings

(PtyJ Ltd

Cobra

Watertech

AA Alloy

Foundry

Thos. Begbie &

Co. (Pty) Ltd

Continuous

Cast Products

Denver Metals

Metallurgical

Processes

(Pty) Ltd

Pressure Die

Castings (Pty)

Ltd

Recon

Manufacturing

(Pty) Ltd

Winding wires

(Pty) Ltd

Extruded rod, bar,

sections,

stampings '

;Deep drawn arid

pressed products

Plumbing fittings,

brassware, window

handles, pressure

reducing values

Copper and alloy

castings

Copper and alloy

castings

Bronze bar

Copper alloys,

bronze bar

Master/alloys and

spun castings

Window furniture, v

electrical

conductor

accessories

Roofing systems

Copper wire

54

000

South

Africa,

USA, ::■

Israel ■;

!■

j;

■■...■■,, ■. :.

- "■ :

-■' -■* ■■ ■■■- - '
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1

2

. -... .

3

4

.5

. summary of Zambia

Company

Copper

Alloys

Rolling

.Mill

■

Non- '

Ferrous

Metal ;

Works Ltd

Inshimbi

Iron and

Steel po

Ltd

Metal

Fabricate

rs of

Zambia

Ltd

(ZAMEFA)

Siaza

Internati

onal Ltd

Raw

Material

and

Sources

Copper

cathode

from ZCCM

Copper

cathode,

scrap,

all from

Zambia

Copper

cathode

from ZCCM

Copper

cathode

from ZCCM

Copper

cathode

from ZCCM

TABLE 11

's Major Copper Fabricators

Products

Hade

Continuous

cast bars,

rounds,

rolled

sheet,

copper

alloys

All non-

ferrous

foundry

products

Continuous

castf 8 mm

copper rod

Continuous

cast rod,

shapes

Power and

telecommuni

cation

cables

Tube shells

Annual

capacity

(t)

2 000 t

bars,

rounds

5_000 t

sheet

850 t

■metal

castings

6 000 t

14 400 t

rod

.600 t

Markets

Supplied
-;. . -f. ■.-..:■ .-.

Zambia,

deveiopin

g in RSA,

.Kenya,

Tanzania,

Zimbabwe

Zambia,!

RSA UK

Asia,

Europe
. : i ■ .- .

Ceritrai,

Eastern

and

Southern

Africa,

Asia ■ ^
. j

Markets

being ,,

developed
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TABLE 12

Summary of Zimbabwe MajorCopper Fabricators

1

2

3

Company

Radiator

& Tinning

(Pvt) Ltd

Central

African

Cables

Ltd

Almin

Metal

Industrie

s Ltd

Raw

Material

and

Sources

Copper

cathode

from

Zimbabwe

and Zambia

Scrap

Copper

cathode

from

Z imbabwe

Copper

cathode

from

Zimbabwe

Scrap from

Central

African

Cables

Products

Made

Any

product

which can

be cast.

extruded,

rolled or

drawn

Copper

cables up

to 3,3 kV

Copper ;

tubes, :

jrod,

busbar

Brass

sections

and tube

F " - -

Annual

Capacity

(t)

Could

melt 17

000 t

metal

6 000 t

copper

60C t

copper

tubes 1

200 t

copper

,rods,

busbar

800 t

brass

Markets

supplied.

Africa,

Europe:.

and the

Far East

Central,

Eastern

and

Southern

Africa

Central,

Eastern

and

Southern

Africa

(not RSA)
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TABLE 13

Mine Production of Copper in Africa

(in thousand tons, copper metal)

COUNTRY

; Algeria

Botswana

Congo-.., :^.

Mauritania

Morocco

Mozambique

\ Namibia

■ Souths

'■ Africa

■ Uganda

;Zaire

\ Zambia- - '■-■■:

\ Zimbabwe,

Africa,

Total '

World,

Total

1973,

0,4

0,6

1,4

21,8

4,1

2,5

28,3

175,8 ■■

14,2

490,2

706,6 *

32,0 :

477,9

7

501,8 .

1978

0,2

14,6

:■ 0,8

2,8

4,3

0,3

37,7

209,3

1,3

423,8

; 643,0

33,8

371,9

7

854,2

19,83

0,2

20,3

. . 0,,l ■::■■

24,2

-.

52,1,

211,8

-

502,2

591,3

2,3,7

425/9^
8

101,0

1988

- " '

24,4

1,0

-

13,9

0,1

39,4

192,1

-

465,1

476,1

16,1

1

228,2

8

778,6

.- 1993

-

21,9

- ■ -

-

14,3

-

33,1

188,6

-

51,0

431,5

:;8t2

748,6

7 \

542,1

I.

Source: World Metal Statistics, July 1994
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TABLE 14

Summary ofPrimary Copper Producers in Africa

tan a

BOTSWANA BCLUi 18.6

EOTPT Urn g|j>*n Ceppv WUto

MOROCCO

Sti A* Dn.tMw it Y Ami-Ate* 2.3

10,9

SVB-TOTAM. IS.4

NAMIBIA 144 MmerCopptr

SOUmAMUCA Copper

J24.4

rf.O

4.0

1O4J

6,0

andbtmr aippcr

Cmkodrmirod

CtMcnttwr - aaMWin ZMobwe

SUM-TOTAL 190,1 116,3

ZAOtS 57,2

M<lf Orr, iW A Mn*2k*v

SUB-TOTAL 144,0 57*

ZAMBIA XCOt 432/f

Tim/mm

MAm§mm CcpptrMbm

SVB-TVTAL

TOTAL

1,1

7J>

8,1

833.4

1.1

12, t

661,6
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Mining .

OF

1

IE

Crushing

Screening

Flotation An^nta ■».

Air

>_''•"'■■ "■ . ; J . ; ■ : ,. ^.^. .

Overburden

Water

I
Milling

1
■

Rotation

Tailings

Water

—** Thickening —*■

o

Rftratton

ONC

»-Water

ENTRATE

Figure 1: Sequence of operations in Producing Concentrate

CONCENTRATE

Oxygen
Plant

Stag
ment

T St
Treat

Slag
Products

Drying

Rash Smelting

Converting

Anode Furnace
Refining

Electrorefining

CATHODE COPPER

Utilization of
waste heat
from process

sources

Environmental
control

Sulphur
Recovery

Waste
gases

Sulphuric acid
etc

Figure 2: Typical Flow Sheet for Pyrometallurgica] Copper Production from Ore
Concentrates
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OXIDE ORE SULPHIDE ORE

Crushing

Water

Residue^

Oxide ore

I

r

Vat leaching

Pregnant solution

■Acid—'

Sulphuric acid plant

Coal Air

Sponge iron plant

Spent
solution'

Sponge Iran

1 i.
Cementation

CEMENT COPPER

Sulphide ore

Grinding and flotation

Concentrate

Gases

i_L_J
Roasting

Calcine

-Residue— Leaching and washing

Pregnant
solution

Spent

electrolyte

Electrowlnnlng

CATHODE COPPER

-Tailings

Air

Water

Figure 3: Typical Flow Sheet for Hydrometallurgical Copper Production from Ores

World mine production of copper (mill, t Cu)

1930 :1940 1950 1960 . 1970 1980 1990

Figure 4: World Mine Production of Copper (mill, t Cu)
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World refinery production of copper (mill, t Cu)
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Figure 5: World Refinery Production of Copper (mill, t Cu)
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Figure 8: Average Direct Cash Operating Cost in Real U.S.

Dollar Terms for Primary Copper Production in Selected Countries
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Figure 9: Average Annual Copper Prices
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Figure 10: Mine production of copper in Africa
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Figure 11: Smelter and refinery production of copper in Africa
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Annex 3: INTITUTIONS CONTACTEDAND PARTICIPANTS IN THE STUDY

EGYPT

The Egyptian Copper Works Co., P. O. Bag Alexandria; tel. (20 3) 571 2939, 570 4433;

tlx. 55496 copr un; fax. (20 3) 570 5063.

Eng. A. Margani, Member of the People's Assembly and Chairman of ECW

Chem. M. E. Hussini, Works Manager

Eng. H. Abbaza, Chief, Non-ferrous Metals Section

Eng. Ali Ghafar, Chief Engineer

Ace. Moustafa Ahmed, Sales Chief

General Metals Co. (GEMET), P.O. Box 1898 Cairo; tel (20 2) 910233, 902648; tlx.

93183 gemet un; fax. (20 2) 906479.

Eng. Mohamed M. Ezaiza, Chairman

Eng. Abd el Salam el Ateek, Managing Director

Arab Cables & Electrical Industries Co., "El-Swedy", 14 Baghdad Heliopolis-Cairo; tel.

(2 02) 2909430, 2911052, 2917078; tlx. 23053 swedk un; tax. (202) 678713.

Eng. Ahmed A. El Sewedy, Deputy General Manager

Eng. Gamal el Ganzouri, Technical Manager

Electro Cable Egypt Co., P. O. Box 208 Cairo; tel. (20 2) 220 5085, 220 5822, 220 2147;

tlx. 92689 cabgpt un; fax. (20 2) 220 2130.

Eng. Hassan H. Said, Chairman and Managing Director

Chem. Fouad Khalil, Technical Sector Director

Egyptian Electricity Authority, tel. 2616519; fax. 2616512, Cairo

Dr. M. A. Swidan, Deputy Chairman

Metallurgical Industries Corporation, 5 El-Tolombat St., Garden City, Cairo; tel. (202)

3553892

Eng. Abd El Lattif Ali Solimaii, General Director of Technical Affairs

Cairo UNDP Office, tel. 768487 / 768672; fax. (202) 779145

Ms. Naglaa Arafa, Programme Assistant
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KENYA

East African Cables Limited, P.O. Box 18243 Nairobi; tel. (254 2) 555544, 555957; fax.

545693;

Mr. Joseph A. Matelong, Works Manager

Ministry of Commerce and Industry, P. O. Box 30418 Nairobi; tel. (254 2) 34025J-3.

Mr. Kepha R. Bikwetti, Assistant Director of Industries

Mr. Ogola, Head of Engineering ■

Mr. Mwanaongoro

The Kenya National Chamber of Commerce & Industry, P. O. Box 47024 Nairobi; tel.

(254 2) 220866/7, 334413; fax. 340664.

Dr. J. K. Yabs, National Chairman

Mr. Raphael N. Omusi, Trade Officer

The Kenya Association of Manufacturers, P.O. Box 30225 Nairobi; tel. (254 2) 746005-7;

fax. 746028. :

Mr. Kiarie Kamano, Senior Executive Officer

Mr. Kimaro E. Ngoyanae, Technical Executive Officer -

Kenya Power and Lighting Authority,

Mr. A. Rehman, Distribution Manager

Export Processing Zones Authority, P. O. Box 50563, Nairobi; tel. +254 2 71 2800-6;

tax. 713704 !

Ms Margaret W. Waithaka, Manager, New Investments ; .

Kenya Business and Professional Women's Clubs, P. O. Box 46821 Nairobi; tel. + 254

2 22 5149; fax. 22 9226 , ;

Ms Martha Mugambi, Chairperson

Allparts Castings Limited, P. O. Box 172 Athi River; tel. +254 150 22 007; fax. 22

008

Mr Devendra B. Patel, Director

Varsani Brakelinings Ltd., P. O. Box 69737 Nairobi; tel. +254 2 50 0056/7; fax. 54

3383

MR Babu Patel, Managing Director
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Kolen Mini Market Limited, P. O. Box 2975 Nakuru; tel. +254 37 45 603/214 344 '

Mrs Hellen C. Koech, Chairperson .

Jasper Crafts, P. O. Box 40914 Nairobi; tel. +254 2 50 1950

Ms Pauline IK, Director

Bathamu Agencies, P. O. Box 46821 Nairobi; tel. +254 2 22 5149; fax. 22 9226

Ms Martha Mugambi, Managing Director

Crafts, Nairobi; tel. +254 2 56 1152; fax. 21 9844

Ms Anne Soi v

UNIDO Office, P. O. Box 30218 Nairobi; tel. 254 2 228776-9, 335795; tlx. 22265; fax.

340506.

Mr. Tien N. Pham, Programme Officer .
Mr. S. Koivula, Programmei Officer < -.,

SOUTH AFRICA !;

Palabora Mining Co. Ltd., P. O. Box 65 Phalabor^i 1390; tel. (01524) 802270; tlx.
331827 palmi; fax. (01525)5071. , u

Mr, Neville Shutt, Marketing Director . ....

Mr. Bruce D. Farmer, General Manager ,
Mr. David N. Nacinnes, Smelter Manager
Mr. Louis Du Plessis, Technical Services Manager ,

Mr. A. W. J. Jooste, Environment and Wealth Manager

Copalcor - a Division of Copalcor Manufacturing (Pty) Ltd., P. i?>. Box 14332
Wadeville 1422; tel. 27 11 827 4331; fax. 27 11 827 4385.

Mr. John Cross, Managing Director ' :

Maskal Tubes - a Division of Copalcor Manufacturing (Pty) Ltd:, Export Marketing and
Sales Office: P. O. Box 484 Springs 1560; tel. 011 813-1240; tlx. 7-46110; fax 011 817-

1015-

Mr. Nick L. Smit, Manufacturing Executive ,

Mr. Rob tie Kock, Marketing Execute ' " -^ .^

Copper Development Assiciation, P. 0. Box 14785 Wadeville 1422; tel. 27 11 824 3916;

fex. 011 824 3120.

Mr. Eddie Hardwick, Manager
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Mr. A. Peterkin, Technical Manager

Council for Geoscience, Private Bag X] 12 Pretoria 0001; tel. 27 12 8411130; tlx. 350286;
fax. 841 1221

Dr. Nok Frick, Chief Director

Dr. Erik Hammerbeck, Chief Geologist

Mr. G. F. J. Horn, Geologist

Anglo American Corporation, P. O. Box 61587 Marshalltown 2107; tel. +27 11 638

3531; Fax. 638 3080

Dr. Lillo De Gasparis, Chief Geologist

MINTEK, Private Bag X3015 Randburg 2125; tel. 27 11 709 4111; tlx.4-24867 sa; fax,

(011)793 4221,793 2413. '

Dr. Aidan M. Edwards, President

Dr. Nic A. Barcza, Vice President .".'.'.

Mr. Michael J. Freeman, Assistant Director, Techno-Economics

Mr. Paul M. T. White, Manager, Information & Education Division :/,;

Eskom, P.O.Box 1091 Johannesburg 2000; tel. 27 11 800 2187, 800 2499, 800 4763; fax.
800 4338,800 2512

Mr Tim Askew, International Affairs Manager

Ms Anna Zoppo, Senior Adviser, International Co-operation

Mr David Blane, Corporate Sector Consultant (In^ustrelek) . .■,

Mr P. Steyn, Operational Support Manager

UNITED REPUBUC OF TANZANIA

Tanzania Cables Ltd., P. O. Box 508 Dar es Salaam; tel. 255 51 862907; tlx, 41026

tancable; fax. 255 51 862907

Mr M. Kombe, Chief Executive

Mr F. Muhula, Finance and Administration Manager .

Mr C Kwai, Technical Manager

Ministry of Water, Energy and Minerals, P.O. Box 2000, Dar es Salaam

Mr S Nghambi, Assistant Commissioner for Mines

Ministry of Industries and Trade, P.O. Box 9503 Dar es Salaam;, tel. 255 51 22775-9

Mr P. Marwa, Industrial Engineer

Eastern and Southern African Mineral Resources Development Centre, P O Box 9573
Dar es Salaam; tel. 255 51 47 021; fax. 46 096

Mr J Kagule-Magambo, Director General
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National Development Corporation, P.O. Box 2669 Dar es Salaam; tel. 255 51 26 271r6;

tax. 44 419

Prof. S. Mbilinyi, Managing Director

Dr P. Maheshwary, Principal Technical Adviser

UN1DO Office, P. O. Box 9182 Dar es Salaam; tel. +255 51 46 711/15; fax. 46 718

Mr V.K.S. Menon, Chief Technical Adviser

ZAMBIA

Zambia Consolidated Copper Mines Ltd (ZCCM), P. O. Box 30048 Lusaka; tel. 260 1

229115-6; tlx.44540 za; fax. 260 1 221057.

Mr. George L. Mutamba, Manager, (Technical, Marketing and Sales)

Mr. William C. Kapambwe, Accountant, (Sales and Statistics)

Ms. Beatrice Bwalanda, Marketing and Sales Officer

Metal Fabricators of Zambia Ltd., P. O. Box 90295 Luanshya; tel. (260 2) 51599,

511589; tlx. 566£0; fax. (260 2)512542, 512637.

Mr. James E. Groat, Chief Executive

Mr. K. Simbao, Works Manager

Mr. G. Verma, Financial Manager

Non-Ferrous Metal Works (Zambia) Ltd., P. O. Box 72283 Ndola; tel. 260 2655603-4-5;

tlx. 34321 za; fax. 260 2 655777

Mr. Ronald R. Bouverie, Director

Steel Company of Zambia, P. O. Box 35046 Lusaka; tel. 260 1 28 9191; fax. 28 8829

Mr A Garg, Director and Group General Manager

Mr N Jha, General Manager

Mr A Shankar, Operations Manager

Southern African Development Community (SADC), Mining Sector Coordinating Unit,

P. O. Box 31969 Lusaka; tel. 260 1 262351; tlx. 40539 sadc za; fax. 260 1 252095.

Mr. W. Sweta, Coordinator

Mr. A. M. Chitambo, Economist

Mr. Joseph K. Chanda, Metallurgist

Preferential Trade Area for Eastern and Southern African States (PTA)

P.O.Box 30051 Lusaka; tel.260 1 22 975/33; fax. 22 5107

. J. A. Alele Opio, Senior Industrial Expert
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South African Representative Office, Private Bag W 369 Lusaka; tel. 22 15 08; fax. 22

32 68.

H.E. J, M. Sterban, Head of Mission

Zambia Electricity Supply Corporation (ZESCO)

Mr. Mwansa, Managing Director

Mr. John Wright, Director of Engineering & Marketing Services

Mr. Simon Zimba, Senior Manager, Electrification

Anglo American Corporation (C.A.) Ltd., P. O. Box 31986 Lusaka; tel. 260 1 22 7886-7-

8 / 25 1731; fax. 26 0658-25 1183

Mr. Richard Duffy, Director of Operations

Ministry of Mines and Minerals Development, P. O. Box 31969 Lusaka; tel. 260 1 22
2339

Hon. P. Kaping'a, Minister

Dr. J. Phiri, Permanent Secretary

■" i. " ■■ ,

Ministry of Commerce, Trade and Industry, P. O. Box 31968 Lusaka; tel. 260 1 22 8301 -
9; fax. 22 6673

Mr. Joseph A. Zulu, Director, Trade Department

The Association of Builders and Civil Engineers .,..'■,. , .-

Mr P Golson, Chairman

Ministry of Local Government and Housing, P. O. Box 50027 Lusaka tel 260 1 25
0996, 22 8849-54; fax. 25 2680, 22 4733

Hon. B. Mwiingu, Minister

Mr. A. Chambanenge, Deputy Permanent Secretary (Finance)

Mr. G.A.C. Khonje, Commissioner for Town and Country Planning

LUSAKA Mulpoc Office (ECA), P.O.Box 30647 Lusaka; tel. 231062/228502; fax.

236949.

Mr. Peter Temu, Director

UNDP Office,

Mr. Onder Yucer, Resident Representative
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ZIMBABWE
i '!(.*„ '■'/.'. I i

Central African Cables Ltd. (Cafca), P. O. Box 1651 Harare; tel. 263 4 68601/9; tlx.

24408 zw; fax. 263 4 68606.

Mr. Rob Galbraith, Managing Director

Almin Industries Ltd , PiO.Box ST 394 Southerton Harare; fel 263 4 64511; fax. 263 4

67760

Mr Peter Pyle, Managing Director ;

Rio Tinto (Zimbabwe) Ltd

Mr J Nixon, Chief Executive

Radiator & Tinning (Pvt) Ltd., P. O. Box 355 Bulawayo; tel. 263 9 74161; ttx. 33337 zw;

fax. 263 9 74168.

Mr. T Hodgskin, Chairman

Mr. K. J. A. Buckton, Managing Director
'.-.•■ ■,. . ■ . '.■-.' ■ . ■ * * ■■■■■■ '■.''* ■ -■ ■■■■

Zibmabwe National Chamber of Commerce, P. O. Box 1934 Harare; tel. 753444; tlx.

22531 zw; fax. 263 4 753450.

Dr. J. M. D. Saungweme, Director

Mr. B. B. Maposa, Senior Trade Promotion Officer ;"!

ZMDC Management Services Ltd

Mr H Solberg, Group Metallurgist : f

Ministry of Industry and Commerce

Mr J Ntfluvu, (tun*.;- •; ■.--'■■ •■- ''■ ■_■■■'. ■' .-<;•■■■• - -■•■

Confederation of Zimbabwe Industries

Mr A Mucaiwa,

John Hollaway A Associates, P. O. Box 5438 Harare; tel. 263 4 752419; fax. 263 4

752431.

Mr. John Hollaway, Managing Director

UNDP Office

Mr. Eric Airistein, UNIDO Programme Officer, tel. 792681
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AUSTRIA

United Nations Industrial Development Organization, P. O. Box 300, A-1400 Vienna

tel. +43 1 211 31 4714; fax. 43 1 232 156

fax. 23 7401

Mr. Shedrack N. Ndam, Head of Africa Programme

Ms. Remy Toure, Senior Officer for African Regional Programme and Policy issues

Mr. Christian Beinhoff, Chief, Unit for Non-Ferrous Metallurgy and Precious Metals

Extraction

Mr. T.Grof,Industrial Development Officer, Metallurgical Branch

Mr Mounira Latrech, Contracts Officer, General Services Division

ETHIOPIA

United Nations Economic Commission for Africa (UNECA), P. O. Box 3001 Addis

Ababa; tel. 251 1 517200-09; fax. 251 1 514416

Mr. Peter N. Mwanza, Chief, Natural Resources Division

Mr. P. A. Traore, Chief, Mineral Resources Unit

Mr. F. S. Moshi, Chartered Engineer
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